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MINUTES OF A REGULAR MEETING OF THE PRINCETON CITY COUNCIL 
HELD ON SEPTEMBER 9, 2021 7:00 P.M. 

************************************************************************************************************ 
Mayor Thom Walker called the meeting to order and led the Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag. Council 
members present were Vicki Hallin, Jenny Gerold, Jules Zimmer, and Jeff Reynolds. Others pre-
sent: Administrator Michele McPherson, Finance Director Tracy Peters, Community Development 
Manager Stephanie Hillesheim, Public Works Director Bob Gerold, Police Chief Todd Frederick, 
Liquor Store Manager Nancy Campbell, Fire Chief Ron Lawrence, Wastewater Plant Manager 
Chris Klinghagen, Clerk Shawna Jenkins and Attorney Damien Toven.  

 
AGENDA ADDITIONS/DELETIONS 

 

Walker stated that there is an addition of “Explore Mn Grant” to New Business. 

 
REYNOLDS MOVED TO APPROVE THE AGENDA WITH THE ADDITION OF THE EXPLORE MN 
GRANT.  J GEROLD SECONDED THE MOTION. THE MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 
 
CONSENT AGENDA 
 

A.  City Council Meeting Minutes of August 26, 2021 
B. City Council Study Session Meeting Minutes of September 2, 2021 
C. Police Officer Cole Wubben Step 6 increase effective 9-24-21 
D. Resolution 21-50 – Call for public hearing on Alley vacation 
E. Resolution 21-51 –call for public hearing to vacated easements in Aero Business park 
F. Mille Lacs County Ag Society Temporary Intoxicating Liquor for Sept 18, Oct 8 & 9 
G. Resolution 21-52 – Proclamation declaring Sept 12-18, 2021 as Direct Support Pro
 fessional Recognition Week 
 
J Gerold stated she has a correction to the meeting minutes from August 26th. Under Resolution 
21-49, there is no name listed for who seconded the motion to approve.  
 

J GEROLD MOVED TO APPROVE THE CONSENT AGENDA WITH THE CORRECTION TO THE 
MOTION ON AUGUST 26TH MEETING MINUTES. HALLIN SECONDED THE MOTION. THE MO-
TION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
 
OPEN FORUM 

 
OLD BUSINESS 
 
NEW BUSINESS 
 

A.  PERA Fire Relief Presentation – Sharyn North 
 
Sharyn North from PERA gave a presentation to the council regarding the amounts of the Relief 
association’s retirement fund.  
 
Walker said that there is some time before a decision needs to be made. He would like to look in-
to setting a policy regarding the funding level and keep the politics out of it. He asked the Counci-
lors thoughts. North responded that just looking at the funding ratio can be a little tricky, because 
of a longtime firefighter retires, that ratio will be sked. She suggests that using an amount may be 
a better barometer.  
 
J Gerold stated she feels it should be looked at every year, because it will fluctuate as firefighters 
retire. North replied that she suggests when looking at the funding amounts, to first look at the 
state aid amount, plus the 50- 60% projected income.  
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J Gerold said she understands the political aspect, and can see some conflicts within the De-
partment. She knows this council is never going to be comfortable at a 100% ratio. She has been 
involved with the Fire Department for 25 years so she will not be voting on this. However, as a 
councilor if she were to vote on it, she would not want a ratio below 113%.  
 
Walker agreed that he wouldn’t want to get to 100% either, but does not know what the correct 
numbers would be.  
 
Zimmer questioned if this could be put in a policy form. If a future Council wanted to change that 
policy, they can do that. Walker added that he would not want to put a dollar figure on it, maybe 
decide on a ration range to fall into. 
 
Reynolds said he would like to see it increased a little, as it is a good thing for our firefighters. To 
him, the funding ratio is an easy way to look at it.  
 
McPherson would like to keep North’s suggestions at looking at the State aid as well as picking a 
ratio range to stay within.  
 
Walker asked if the Council can see a report of how many firefighters and their years of service. 
Lawrence stated that he can provide that information.   
 
 
B.    Approve application of the East Central Energy Trust Grant 
  
Lawrence advised that is asking for council approval to apply for a grant from East Central Ener-
gy Trust. This grant is non-matching and up to $10,000.00. This grant would go towards the re-
placement of a UTV at the Wyanett Station. The Department currently has a four-wheeler that is 
old, not reliable often requires repairs. 
 

ZIMMER MOVED TO APPROVE THE APPLICATION TO THE EAST CENTRAL ENERGY TRUST 
GRANT. HALLIN SECONDED THE MOTION. THE MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
 

 
C.    Authorize execution of Animal Control Contract  
 
Frederick advised that with Princeton Vet Clinic’s new owners, we needed to find another option 
for animal control. Staff is requesting North Metro Animal care located in Andover be approved 
as the City’s animal control. They provide animal control services to a few of the local townships.  

 
J GEROLD MOVED TO APPROVE THE EXECUTION OF THE ANIMAL CONTROL CONTRACT 
WITH NORTH METRO ANIMAL CARE. HALLIN SECONDED THE MOTION. THE MOTION CAR-
RIED UNANIMOUSLY.   

 
 
D.    Authorize purchase of Tires for Drug Task Force Vehicle  
 
The Princeton Police Department is looking to purchase four (4) used tires that are in good con-
dition for the departments DTF vehicle.  We normally would purchase new tires under the state 
bid but we plan to replace this vehicle in February of 2022.  With replacement imminent, staff is 
trying to minimize maintenance costs with this vehicle.  The cost of the tires (4) from a Facebook 
Marketplace ad is $100.00 ($25.00 per tire) with an additional cost for mounting and balancing 
them.  We were able to find similar tires (4) at another company located near Ramsey that gave 5
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us a price of $300.00 total not including mounting and balancing. 
 
Peters ran it buy the City Auditor to find out their thoughts on buying the used tires, and that the 
person selling the used tires are a city employee. Staff just wanted to let the Council know this 
was happening and the auditors have approved the purchase. We just wanted to let the Council 
know this was  
 
 
E  Police CIP Purchase request for Tactical Armor 
 
Frederick reported that the Princeton Police Department has currently budgeted $44,500.00 for 
body armor through the 2021 Capital Improvements Program. The current quote from Streicher’s 
is $44,496.89.  
 
He is asking for City Council approval to purchase the tactical body armor for the Princeton Of-
ficers under the state bid price through Streicher’s Law Enforcement Equipment.  
 
A motion to approve and continue with the purchase of the tactical body armor is recommended. 
 

 WALKER MOVED TO APPROVE THE CIP PURCHASE OF THE TACTICAL ARMOR. J GEROLD 
SECONDED THE MOTION. THE MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY.   

 
 
F.  Award Contract for 19th/21st Avenue Connector Project 

 

Edison reported that Bids were received online for the above-referenced project on Thursday, 
September 2, 2021, and were viewed and read aloud. Seven bids were received. The Bid Tabu-
lation Summary indicating Douglas-Kerr Underground, LLC, Mora, Minnesota, as the low bidder 
with a grand total bid amount of $1,126,393.05. The Engineer’s Estimate for the project was 
$1,668,468.10. 
 
We recommend that the City Council consider these bids and award a contract for the grand total 
bid in the amount of $1,126,393.05 to Douglas-Kerr Underground, LLC, based on the results of 
the bids received. 
 
PROJECT UNDERSTANDING 
A low bid has been received for the 19th Avenue Extension Project. Improvements include a 
3,600-ft extension with curb and gutter and storm sewer to connect the existing 19th Avenue to 
existing 21St Avenue. The project includes the construction of a bituminous trail and street 
lighting. 
 
PROJECT WORK PLAN/SCOPE OF SERVICES 
WSB’s project scope and proposed work plan are based on our design of the project, and 
experience on similar projects. 
 
Task 1 – Project Management 
This task includes coordination of all construction activities with the on-site construction observer 
and contractor on behalf of the City. This will include: 

Conducting the preconstruction meeting and weekly on-site construction meetings. 
Preparing and distributing meeting minutes. 
Addressing project design and contractor questions. 
Providing the City with weekly updates on the construction status. 
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Meetings with City staff and property owners as necessary. 
Coordination with the ongoing airport project that will be occurring concurrent to this 

project. 
 

Task 2 – Construction Inspection Services 
WSB will provide the day-to-day construction observation, coordination, and project 
documentation. This will include: 

Completing a pre-condition review of the project and coordinating with the contractor prior 
to construction commencing. 

Ensuring that all aspects of the project meet the requirements in the plans and 
specifications. 

Coordinating the construction activities with the property owners affected by construction 
and ensuring they are informed on any issues related to their specific property. 

Keeping the City and Project Manager informed on the status of construction on a daily or 
weekly basis. 

 
It is assumed that the main construction observer will be on site part time an average of 60 hours 
per week for approximately 10 weeks to meet the estimated completion dates set for the project. 
The construction schedule is expected to span over the course of six to ten weeks. These hours 
are estimates and could be increased or decreased, depending on the timeframe of construction 
(Contractor working hours) and contractor performance. If more observation time is determined 
necessary than we have estimated, WSB will not exceed this amount without the City’s prior 
approval. It is assumed that construction will continue into spring and summer of 2022. 
 
Task 3 – Contract Administration 
WSB will provide overall construction contract management for the project. This will include: 

Preparation, submittal, and securing approval for any change orders through the City. 
Shop Drawing review and approval. 
Material testing coordination and documentation review. 
Preparation and submission of monthly pay requests. 
Coordinating the final project closeout including final pay voucher and ensuring that all 

    punchlist items and warranty items have been addressed. 
As-built drawings. 

 
Task 4 – Survey 
WSB will provide surveying services during construction. WSB’s survey crew will be available as 
needed to locate and provide all necessary staking for the contractor. The survey crew will be 
scheduled through the on-site construction observer. 
 
Task 5 – Material Testing 
WSB will provide material testing during construction. WSB’s testing staff will be available as 
needed to provide all required material testing for the project. Material testing staff will be 
scheduled through the on-site construction observer. 
 
PROPOSED FEE 
Based on the above scope of work, they estimate the fee for the construction to be $135,817. 
The hours and cost are based on our best estimation of the project at this time. The estimated 
cost is based on our 2021 fee schedule. These rates will, therefore, be used for the duration of 
the project. 
 
If the Council is in agreement with the project understanding, scope of services, and fee as out-
lined, 7
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please have the City signature block of this letter signed and return one copy to WSB. Should the 
City request additional services outside of the outlined scope of services, we will work with you to 
revise the scope and fee accordingly. 
 

HALLIN MOVED TO ACCEPT THE BIDS AND AWARD THE PROJECT TO DOUGLAS-KERR UN-
DERGROUND. REYNOLDS SECONDED THE MOTION. THE MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUS-
LY.  
 
J GEROLD MOVED TO AWARD THE SCOPE OF SERVICES TO WSB. HALLIN SECONDED THE 
MOTION. THE MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 

 
 
G.  Authorize hiring of Wastewater Treatment Plant Operator 
 
McPherson advised that applications were received, reviewed, and five candidates selected to 
interview for the Wastewater Treatment Plant Operator position.  One candidate withdrew after 
finding another position, so four interviews were conducted Friday, September 3. 
 
Consensus was reached on a candidate; they have been verbally offered the position pending a 
background check.  They will start at Step 3 which is midpoint on the pay scale. 
 
Once the candidate has accepted the offer, we can publicly identify them; we should be able to 
do that verbally at the Council meeting. 
 
Recommendation:  
Staff just heard back from the applicant and he has accepted the position. Staff is recommending 
that the City Council authorize the hiring Paul Parsons for the Wastewater Treatment Plant Op-
erator position, with a start date of September 27, 2021 
 

J GEROLD MOVED TO APPROVE THE HIRING OF PAUL PARSONS AS A WASTEWATER 
TREATMENT PLANT OPERATOR STARTING SEPTEMBER 27, 2021. HALLIN SECONDED THE 
MOTION. THE MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 

 
 
H.  2022 Budget Update 
 
McPherson stated that staff is still working on the budget, but they have made progress in the 
personnel and operating portion of the budget. Both are going up a bit. Personnel is looking at 
about a $240,000 increase, due to an estimated 10% increase on health insurance, cost of living 
increases and requested staff additions. 
 
As of now, the Operating budget appears that it will be up about $66,000 from last year. Some of 
that increase is due to some of the CIP items being moved to the regular budget where they 
should be.  
 
As they start getting into department budgets, staff will provide the Council with some numbers. 
They are just starting to work on the Revenue side. Peters added that she has heard that the 
health insurance may be about a 7% increase.  
 
 
I. Bill List 
 8
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J Gerold asked about the large amount for postage. Peters responded that it is for all depart-
ments and about a years’ worth of postage was purchased.  
 
J Gerold questioned the cleaning cost for City Hall. Peters said this month was a bit higher, as a 
bunch of supplies were purchased, and there is an additional COVID cleaning fee.  McPherson 
stated that her, Peters and B Gerold met and reviewed the last cleaning contract, which was 
from 2009. They have a meeting with the service contractor next week.  
 
J Gerold asked what the $476 was under Community Development. Walker responded to this 
one, stating that he had approached staff about paying for half of a traveling trophy with Zim-
merman as Community promotion. If the Council is not an agreement, he can pay the amount 
himself.  
 
J Gerold questioned the $75,500+ in Liquor that is noted as yearly phone system maintenance. 
Campbell said it out of 4 phones, they only had one that was working all the time. They had to 
get a whole new phone system. J Gerold asked how much the phones are. Peters said she be-
lieves most of the cost was for the system and installation, and not the phones themselves. 
Campbell added that they now have the same system that City Hall uses.   
 

REYNOLDS MOVED TO APPROVE THE BILL LIST WHICH INCLUDES THE MANUAL CHECKS 
AS LISTED ON THE MANUAL BILL LIST FOR A TOTAL OF $9,080.33 AND THE ITEMS LISTED 
ON THE LIQUOR BILL LIST AND GENERAL CITY BILL LIST WHICH WILL BE CHECKS 83541 TO 
83605 FOR A TOTAL OF $270,924.15. WALKER SECONDED THE MOTION. THE MOTION CAR-
RIED UNANIMOUSLY. 

 
 
J.  City Administrator Bi-weekly Report 
 
 McPherson reported the following observations from the last two weeks:  
 
Airport  
The final flight inspection for the runway project has been rescheduled for September 9 from Au-
gust 27, 2021. As noted previously, it has been rescheduled several times from the original date 
due to weather and equipment issues. Hopefully, this one holds.  
 
The FAA grant for the award of $1.7 million dollars was signed last week. As a result, Knife River 
intends to start on the taxiway reconstruction this fall. A specific start date has not been identified 
as of yet. We will notify hangar owners as soon as we do. KLJ & WSB will need to coordinate 
access points as the 21st Avenue project will be starting this fall as well. 
  
Budgeting  
Work continues on compiling the budget information needed to certify the preliminary levy by 
September 30. This week we are working through the Capital Improvement Plan.  
 
Development Projects  
The various residential projects are still in a holding pattern. Staff is still awaiting information from 
the developers in order to return information back to them.  
 
Infrastructure  
Staff met with representatives from Mille Lacs and Sherburne counties, and Baldwin Township 
on August 26 to discuss how to pay for the simulcast radio equipment that will be placed on the 
City Hall tower. The plan will be to apply for a State grant in October which is awarded in January 9
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2022. We could receive no grant money, some grant money, or enough to fund the entire project 
estimated to be $560,000. The challenge will be to figure out how to pay for the equipment if we 
receive no or some grant money.  
 
All those present agreed that they could provide a letter of support for the grant application. We 
will work with the Regional Radio Board to determine a fair share cost for the others we met with.  
 
Personnel  
I am delaying the request to award the Classification and Compensation Study to September 23. 
We received four proposals; three were within the budgeted amount. I want to ensure that the 
recommended consultant is a firm that the Department Heads feel is a good fit and we have tak-
en the time to check the references and answer any additional questions the Department Heads 
may have. This may push completion of the study into 2022 which will have a budget impact de-
pending on the results of the study. The 2021 budget included monies to address any salary in-
creases; this will need to carry over to the 2022 budget.  
 
Work Force  
Hillesheim and I met with representatives of the Chamber, the School District, and three of the 
City’s largest employers to discuss work force shortages, training, recruitment and other related 
topics. One of the projects that would help everyone is the creation of a “live here, work here” 
marketing campaign, especially while the Highway 169 reconstruction in Elk River is ongoing. 
The next work force meeting is scheduled for September 23.  
 
Upcoming Meeting/Event Reminders  

• September 11 – Public Safety Day from 10 am to 2 pm  
• September 15-17 – I am attending the MCMA (Minnesota City Managers Association) Con-

ference in Duluth and will be out of the office. I will be available by phone, text and email.  
• September 18 – Wild West Show/Sherwin Linton at the Fairgrounds  
 

McPherson also reported that September 11th is the Day of Service. This year a central MN 
church has chosen Princeton. There will be approximately 50 people working downtown painting 
the fence along the malls, 150 people raising and cleaning headstones, and another group will 
be putting sun shades up near the police training area. Connor Cummiskey with Union Times will 
do a story and get some photos.  
 
 
K.  Explore MN Grant 
 
Hillesheim reported that the City and Chamber of Commerce was just made aware of a new 
grant opportunity made possible through ARP funding via Explore MN.  
 
Funding can be used for existing and new events on a first come first served basis with the fund-
ing window opening September 15th, 2021.  
 
The city and Chamber have been working on a variety of events and marketing campaigns for 
the Community. The City would apply for funding that could be used for marketing, concerts and 
other event items through June 30, 2022. Funding is available per community up to $20,000 with 
no match required. Some of the events include:  
 

Expo 
Rum River Festival 
This is Princeton Campaign 10
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Rockin’ on the Rum River 
Light up Princeton, 

 And many others 
 
J Gerold added that the Lodging Tax she had suggested implementing could help pay for these 
items as well.  
 

HALLIN MOVED TO APPROVE THE APPLCIATION TO THE EXPLORE MN GRANT. REYNOLDS 
SECONDED THE MOTION. THE MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 

 
 

COMMITTEE REPORTS 
 
 

ADJOURNMENT 
There being no further business: 

  
HALLIN MOVED TO ADJOURN THE MEETING AT 8:35PM. ZIMMER SECONDED THE 
MOTION. THE MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 

 
 

Respectfully Submitted, ATTEST: 
 
 

Shawna Jenkins Tadych Thom Walker,  
City Clerk Mayor 
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 RESOLUTION #21-56 
 
 A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING RENTAL OF SAFE DEPOSIT BOX 

IN BREMER BANK 
 
************************************************************************************************** 
 
WHEREAS the City of Princeton needs a safe deposit box as a repository for certain 
 city documents and items, and  
 
WHEREAS the Princeton City Council passed Resolution 13-04 in 2013 authorizing  the 

City to rent a safe deposit box in the safe deposit vault of Bremer Bank and to 
execute a written lease therefore in behalf of the City of Princeton, and 

 
WHEREAS said resolution authorized the Mayor, City Administrator, Accountant and Clerk 

to access said safe deposit box and to have full control of the same and the 
contents thereof and. 

 
WHEREAS, since that time, both the Mayor and City Administrator have been replaced 

and there appears to be logic to give additional city officials authorization to access 
said safe deposit box, now, therefore 

 
BE IT RESOLVED that the following persons permitted to have access to said safe and 

box to have full control of the same and conditions thereof. 
 
 Mayor Thom Walker   
 
 City Administrator Michele McPherson   
 
 Finance Clerk Karen Hodge   
 
 City Clerk Shawna Jenkins Tadych    
 
 
 
ADOPTED by the Princeton City Council on this the 23rd day of September, 2021. 
 
 
 

  
Thom Walker; Mayor 

 
 
ATTEST: 
 
 
   
Shawna Jenkins Tadych; City Clerk 
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MEMORANDUM 

   

 

 TO: Mayor Walker and Councilors 

 FROM: M McPherson, City Administrator 

 SUBJECT: Approve Change to November and December 
2021 Meeting Dates 

         DATE:        September 21, 2021 

  

 
At the September 2 Study Session, the Council reviewed the meeting dates for November and De-
cember.  The regular meeting dates in November fall on Federal holidays and the last meeting in 
December is very close to Christmas. 
 
The Council concurred that these meetings should be rescheduled to the Tuesdays prior to the 
regular Thursday. 
 
Recommendation:  
 
Staff recommends that the City Council approve the following meeting schedule changes: 
 

• Thursday, November 11 – new date: Tuesday, November 9 
• Thursday, November 25 – new date: Tuesday, November 23 
• Thursday, December 23 – new date: Tuesday, December 21, new time: 4:30 pm 
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  MnDOT Contract No. 1048503 

 

1 
CM State Airports Fund Grant Agreement Template (Rev. 3/29/21) 

 
STATE OF MINNESOTA 
STATE AIRPORTS FUND 

GRANT AGREEMENT  
 

This agreement is between the State of Minnesota, acting through its Commissioner of Transportation ("State"), and the 
City of Princeton, 705 Second Street North, Princeton, MN 55371 ("Grantee").  

RECITALS 
1. Minnesota Statutes Chapter 360 authorizes State to provide financial assistance to eligible airport sponsors for the 

acquisition, construction, improvement, marketing, maintenance, or operation of airports and other air navigation 
facilities. 

2. Grantee owns, operates, controls, or desires to own an airport (“Airport”) in the state system, and Grantee desires 
financial assistance from the State for an airport improvement project (“Project”). 

3. Grantee represents that it is duly qualified and agrees to perform all services described in this agreement to the 
satisfaction of the State.  Pursuant to Minn.Stat.§16B.98, Subd.1, Grantee agrees to minimize administrative costs as a 
condition of this agreement. 

AGREEMENT TERMS 
1 Term of Agreement, Survival of Terms, and Incorporation of Exhibits 

 Effective Date.  This agreement will be effective on the date the State obtains all required signatures under Minn. 
Stat.§16B.98, Subd. 5, whichever is later. As required by Minn.Stat.§16B.98 Subd. 7, no payments will be made 
to Grantee until this agreement is fully executed.  Grantee must not begin work under this agreement until this 
agreement is fully executed and Grantee has been notified by the State’s Authorized Representative to begin the 
work.   

 Expiration Date.  This agreement will expire on December 31, 2025, or when all obligations have been 
satisfactorily fulfilled, whichever occurs first. 

 Survival of Terms.  All clauses which impose obligations continuing in their nature and which must survive in 
order to give effect to their meaning will survive the expiration or termination of this agreement, including, 
without limitation, the following clauses:  8. Liability; 9. State Audits; 10. Government Data Practices and 
Intellectual Property; 11.  Workers Compensation; 12. Publicity and Endorsement; 13. Governing Law, 
Jurisdiction, and Venue; and 15 Data Disclosure. 

 Plans, Specifications, Descriptions.  Grantee has provided the State with the plans, specifications, and a detailed 
description of the Project A4802-30, which are on file with the State’s Office of Aeronautics and are incorporated 
into this Agreement by reference. 

 Exhibits.   Exhibit A (Credit Application Form) is attached and incorporated into this agreement.
 
2 Grantee’s Duties 

 Grantee will complete the Project in accordance with the plans, specifications, and detailed description of the 
Project, which are on file with the State’s Office of Aeronautics.  Any changes to the plans or specifications of the 
Project after the date of this Agreement will be valid only if made by written change order signed by the Grantee 
and the State. Subject to the availability of funds, the State may prepare an amendment to this Agreement to 
reimburse the Grantee for the allowable costs of qualifying change orders. 

 If the Project involves construction, Grantee will designate a registered engineer to oversee the Project work.  If, 
with the State’s approval, the Grantee elects not to have such services performed by a registered engineer, then the 
Grantee will designate another responsible person to oversee such work. 

 Grantee will notify State’s Authorized Representative in advance of any meetings taking place relating to the 
Project. 

 Grantee will comply with all required grants management policies and procedures set forth through 
Minn.Stat.§16B.97, Subd. 4 (a) (1). 

 Asset Monitoring.  If Grantee uses funds obtained by this agreement to acquire a capital asset, the Grantee is 
required to use that asset for a public aeronautical purpose for the normal useful life of the asset.  Grantee may not 
sell or change the purpose of use for the capital asset(s) obtained with grant funds under this agreement without 
the prior written consent of the State and an agreement executed and approved by the same parties who executed 
and approved this agreement, or their successors in office. 
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 Airport Operations, Maintenance, and Conveyance.  Pursuant to Minnesota Statutes Section 360.305, 
subdivision 4 (d) (1), the Grantee will operate the Airport as a licensed, municipally-owned public airport at all 
times of the year for a period of 20 years from the date the Grantee receives final reimbursement under this 
Agreement.  The Airport must be maintained in a safe, serviceable manner for public aeronautical purposes only.  
Without prior written approval from the State, Grantee will not transfer, convey, encumber, assign, or abandon its 
interest in the airport or in any real or personal property that is purchased or improved with State funds.  If the 
State approves such a transfer or change in use, the Grantee must comply with such conditions and restrictions as 
the State may place on such approval. The obligations imposed by this clause survive the expiration or 
termination of this Agreement. 

 
3 Time 

 Grantee must comply with all the time requirements described in this agreement.  In the performance of this grant 
agreement, time is of the essence. 

 
4 Cost and Payment 

 Cost Participation.  Costs for the Project will be proportionate and allocated as follows: 
Item Description  Federal Share State Share Grantee Share  

Rehabilitate Taxiways  93.40% 4.95% 1.65% 
Project Closeout Reports/City Admin Costs 100 % 0% 0% 
Rebid Taxiways/Legal Advertisements 0% 75% 25% 

   
   

 
Federal Committed: $ 1,111,990.00 
Federal Multiyear: $               0.00 
State:    $      70,070.00  
Grantee:    $      23,360.00   
 

The federal multiyear amount is an estimate only.  These funds are not committed and are only available after 
being made so by the U.S. Government.  Federal funds for the Project will be received and disbursed by the State.  
In the event federal reimbursement becomes available or is increased for the Project, the State will be entitled to 
recover from such federal funds an amount not to exceed the state funds advanced for this Project.  No more than 
95% of the amount due under this Agreement will be paid by the State until the State determines that the Grantee 
has complied with all terms of this Agreement and furnished all necessary records. 

 Travel Expenses.  Blank. 
 Sufficiency of Funds.  Pursuant to Minnesota Rules 8800.2500, the Grantee certifies that (1) it presently has 
available sufficient unencumbered funds to pay its share of the Project; (2) the Project will be completed without 
undue delay; and (3) the Grantee has the legal authority to engage in the Project as proposed. 

 Total Obligation.  The total obligation of the State for all compensation and reimbursements to Grantee under 
this agreement will not exceed $70,070.00. 

 Payment 
4.5.1 Invoices.  Grantee will submit invoices for payment by email.  Exhibit A, which is attached and 

incorporated into this agreement, is the form Grantee will use to submit invoices.  The State’s Authorized 
Representative, as named in this agreement, will review each invoice against the approved grant budget and 
grant expenditures to-date before approving payment.  The State will promptly pay Grantee after Grantee 
presents an itemized invoice for the services actually performed and the State's Authorized Representative 
accepts the invoiced services.  Invoices will be submitted timely and according to the following schedule: 
continuous as needed. 

4.5.2 All Invoices Subject to Audit.  All invoices are subject to audit, at State’s discretion. 
4.5.3 State’s Payment Requirements. State will promptly pay all valid obligations under this agreement as 

required by Minnesota Statutes §16A.124. State will make undisputed payments no later than 30 days after 
receiving Grantee’s invoices for services performed. If an invoice is incorrect, defective or otherwise 
improper, State will notify Grantee within ten days of discovering the error. After State receives the 
corrected invoice, State will pay Grantee within 30 days of receipt of such invoice. 

4.5.4 Grantee Payment Requirements.  Grantee must pay all contractors under this agreement promptly.  
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Grantee will make undisputed payments no later than 30 days after receiving an invoice.  If an invoice is 
incorrect, defective, or otherwise improper, Grantee will notify the contractor within ten days of discovering 
the error.  After Grantee receives the corrected invoice, Grantee will pay the contractor within 30 days of 
receipt of such invoice. 

4.5.5 Grant Monitoring Visit and Financial Reconciliation.  During the period of performance, the State will 
make at least annual monitoring visits and conduct annual financial reconciliations of Grantee’s 
expenditures. 
4.5.5.1 The State’s Authorized Representative will notify Grantee’s Authorized Representative where and 

when any monitoring visit and financial reconciliation will take place, which State employees 
and/or contractors will participate, and which Grantee staff members should be present.  Grantee 
will be provided notice prior to any monitoring visit or financial reconciliation. 

4.5.5.2 Following a monitoring visit or financial reconciliation, Grantee will take timely and appropriate 
action on all deficiencies identified by State.   

4.5.5.3 At least one monitoring visit and one financial reconciliation must be completed prior to final 
payment being made to Grantee. 

4.5.6 Closeout.  The State will determine, at its sole discretion, whether a closeout audit is required prior to final 
payment approval.  If a closeout audit is required, final payment will be held until the audit has been 
completed.  Monitoring of any capital assets acquired with grant funds will continue following grant 
closeout. 

4.5.7 Closeout Deliverables.  At the close of the Project, the Grantee must provide the following deliverables to 
the State before the final payment due under this Agreement will be released by the State: (1) Electronic 
files of construction plans as a PDF and in a MicroStation compatible format; and (2) Electronic files of as-
builts as a PDF and in a MicroStation compatible format. (3) Electronic files of planning documents 
(Airport Layout Plans – ALP) and Airport Zoning as a PDF and in a MicroStation compatible format and in 
GIS. 

 Contracting and Bidding Requirements.  Prior to publication, Grantee will submit to State all solicitations for 
work to be funded by this Agreement.  Prior to execution, Grantee will submit to State all contracts and 
subcontracts funded by this agreement between Grantee and third parties.  State’s Authorized Representative has 
the sole right to approve, disapprove, or modify any solicitation, contract, or subcontract submitted by Grantee.  
All contracts and subcontracts between Grantee and third parties must contain all applicable provisions of this 
Agreement.  State’s Authorized Representative will respond to a solicitation, contract, or subcontract submitted 
by Grantee within ten business days. 

 
5 Conditions of Payment 

All services provided by Grantee under this agreement must be performed to the State’s satisfaction, as determined at 
the sole discretion of the State’s Authorized Representative and in accordance with all applicable federal, state, and 
local laws, ordinances, rules, and regulations.  The Grantee will not receive payment for work found by the State to be 
unsatisfactory or performed in violation of federal, state, or local law.  In addition, Grantee will not receive payment 
for Airport’s failure to pass periodic inspections by a representative of the State’s Office of Aeronautics. 

6 Authorized Representatives 
 The State's Authorized Representative is: 
Arika Johnson, Asst. Central Region Airport Engineer, 395 John Ireland Blvd, St Paul MN 55155, Phone 651-
356-1336, arika.johnson@state.mn.us, or his/her successor.  State’s Authorized Representative has the 
responsibility to monitor Grantee’s performance and the authority to accept the services provided under this 
agreement.  If the services are satisfactory, the State's Authorized Representative will certify acceptance on each 
invoice submitted for payment.  

 Blank. 
 Grantee’s Authorized Representative is: 
Michele McPherson, City Administrator, 705 Second Street North, Princeton, MN 55371, Phone 763-389-2040, 
mmcpherson@princetonmn.org.  If Grantee’s Authorized Representative changes at any time during this 
agreement, Grantee will immediately notify the State. 

 
7 Assignment Amendments, Waiver, and Grant Agreement Complete 

 Assignment.  The Grantee may neither assign nor transfer any rights or obligations under this agreement without 
the prior written consent of the State and a fully executed Assignment Agreement, executed and approved by the 
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same parties who executed and approved this agreement, or their successors in office. 
 Amendments.  Any amendments to this agreement must be in writing and will not be effective until it has been 
executed and approved by the same parties who executed and approved the original agreement, or their successors 
in office. 

 Waiver.  If the State fails to enforce any provision of this agreement, that failure does not waive the provision or 
the State’s right to subsequently enforce it. 

 Grant Agreement Complete.  This grant agreement contains all negotiations and agreements between the State 
and Grantee. No other understanding regarding this agreement, whether written or oral, may be used to bind either 
party. 

7.5  Electronic Records and Signatures.  The parties agree to contract by electronic means.  This includes using 
electronic signatures and converting original documents to electronic records. 

 
8 Liability 

In the performance of this agreement, and to the extent permitted by law, Grantee must indemnify, save, and hold the 
State, its agents, and employees harmless from any claims or causes of action, including attorney’s fees incurred by 
the State, arising from the performance of this agreement by Grantee or Grantee’s agents or employees.  This clause 
will not be construed to bar any legal remedies Grantee may have for the State's failure to fulfill its obligations under 
this agreement. 

9 State Audits 
Under Minn. Stat. § 16B.98, Subd.8, the Grantee’s books, records, documents, and accounting procedures and 
practices of Grantee, or other party relevant to this grant agreement or transaction, are subject to examination by the 
State and/or the State Auditor or Legislative Auditor, as appropriate, for a minimum of six years from the end of this 
agreement, receipt and approval of all final reports, or the required period of time to satisfy all state and program 
retention requirements, whichever is later.  Grantee will take timely and appropriate action on all deficiencies 
identified by an audit. 

10 Government Date Practices and Intellectual Property Rights 
 Government Data Practices.  Grantee and State must comply with the Minnesota Government Data Practices 

Act, Minn. Stat. Ch. 13, as it applies to all data provided by the State under this grant agreement, and as it 
applies to all data created, collected, received, stored, used, maintained, or disseminated by the Grantee under 
this agreement. The civil remedies of Minn. Stat. §13.08 apply to the release of the data referred to in this clause 
by either Grantee or the State.  If Grantee receives a request to release the data referred to in this section 10.1, 
Grantee must immediately notify the State.  The State will give Grantee instructions concerning the release of 
the data to the requesting party before the data is released. Grantee’s response to the request shall comply with 
applicable law. 

 Intellectual Property Rights. 
10.2.1 Intellectual Property Rights. State owns all rights, title and interest in all of the intellectual property 

rights, including copyrights, patents, trade secrets, trademarks and service marks in the Works and 
Documents created and paid for under this agreement. “Works” means all inventions, improvements, 
discoveries (whether or not patentable), databases, computer programs, reports, notes, studies, 
photographs, negatives, designs, drawings, specifications, materials, tapes and disks conceived, reduced 
to practice, created or originated by Grantee, its employees, agents and subcontractors, either individually 
or jointly with others in the performance of this agreement. Works includes Documents. “Documents” are 
the originals of any databases, computer programs, reports, notes, studies, photographs, negatives, 
designs, drawings, specifications, materials, tapes, disks or other materials, whether in tangible or 
electronic forms, prepared by Grantee, its employees, agents or subcontractors, in the performance of this 
agreement. The Documents will be the exclusive property of State, and Grantee upon completion or 
cancellation of this agreement must immediately return all such Documents to State. To the extent 
possible, those Works eligible for copyright protection under the United States Copyright Act will be 
deemed to be “works made for hire.” Grantee assigns all right, title and interest it may have in the Works 
and the Documents to State. Grantee must, at the request of State, execute all papers and perform all other 
acts necessary to transfer or record the State’s ownership interest in the Works and Documents. 

10.2.2 Obligations 
10.2.2.1 Notification. Whenever any invention, improvement or discovery (whether or not patentable) is 

made or conceived for the first time or actually or constructively reduced to practice by Grantee, 
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including its employees and subcontractors, in the performance of this agreement, Grantee will 
immediately give State’s Authorized Representative written notice thereof and must promptly 
furnish State’s Authorized Representative with complete information and/or disclosure thereon. 

10.2.2.2 Representation. Grantee must perform all acts, and take all steps necessary to ensure that all 
intellectual property rights in the Works and Documents are the sole property of State and that 
neither Grantee nor its employees, agents or subcontractors retain any interest in and to the Works 
and Documents. Grantee represents and warrants that the Works and Documents do not and will 
not infringe upon any intellectual property rights of other persons or entities. Notwithstanding 
Clause 8, Grantee will indemnify; defend, to the extent permitted by the Attorney General; and 
hold harmless State, at Grantee’s expense, from any action or claim brought against State to the 
extent that it is based on a claim that all or part of the Works or Documents infringe upon the 
intellectual property rights of others. Grantee will be responsible for payment of any and all such 
claims, demands, obligations, liabilities, costs and damages, including but not limited to, attorney 
fees. If such a claim or action arises, or in Grantee’s or State’s opinion is likely to arise, Grantee 
must, at State’s discretion, either procure for State the right or license to use the intellectual 
property rights at issue or replace or modify the allegedly infringing Works or Documents as 
necessary and appropriate to obviate the infringement claim. This remedy of State will be in 
addition to and not exclusive of other remedies provided by law. 
 

11 Workers Compensation 
The Grantee certifies that it is in compliance with Minn. Stat. §176.181, Subd. 2, pertaining to workers’ compensation 
insurance coverage.  The Grantee’s employees and agents will not be considered State employees.  Any claims that 
may arise under the Minnesota Workers’ Compensation Act on behalf of these employees and any claims made by 
any third party as a consequence of any act or omission on the part of these employees are in no way the State’s 
obligation or responsibility. 

12 Publicity and Endorsement 
 Publicity.  Any publicity regarding the subject matter of this agreement must identify the State as the 

sponsoring agency and must not be released without prior written approval from the State’s Authorized 
Representative.  For purposes of this provision, publicity includes notices, informational pamphlets, press 
releases, research, reports, signs, and similar public notices prepared by or for the Grantee individually or 
jointly with others, or any subcontractors, with respect to the program, publications, or services provided 
resulting from this grant agreement. All projects primarily funded by state grant appropriation must publicly 
credit the State of Minnesota, including on the Grantee’s website when practicable.  

 Endorsement.  The Grantee must not claim that the State endorses its products or services. 
 
13 Governing Law, Jurisdiction, and Venue 

Minnesota law, without regard to its choice-of-law provisions, governs this agreement.  Venue for all legal 
proceedings out of this agreement, or its breach, must be in the appropriate state or federal court with competent 
jurisdiction in Ramsey County, Minnesota. 

14 Termination; Suspension 
 Termination by the State. The State may terminate this agreement at any time, with or without cause, upon 

written notice to the Grantee.  Upon termination, the Grantee will be entitled to payment, determined on a pro 
rata basis, for services satisfactorily performed. 

 Termination for Cause.  The State may immediately terminate this grant agreement if the State finds that there 
has been a failure to comply with the provisions of this agreement, that reasonable progress has not been made, 
that fraudulent or wasteful activity has occurred, that Grantee has been convicted of a criminal offense relating 
to a state grant agreement, or that the purposes for which the funds were granted have not been or will not be 
fulfilled. The State may take action to protect the interests of the State of Minnesota, including the refusal to 
disburse additional funds and requiring the return of all or part of the funds already disbursed. 

 Termination for Insufficient Funding.  The State may immediately terminate this agreement if: 
14.3.1 It does not obtain funding from the Minnesota Legislature; or 
14.3.2 If funding cannot be continued at a level sufficient to allow for the payment of the services covered 

here. Termination must be by written or fax notice to the Grantee. The State is not obligated to pay for 
any services that are provided after notice and effective date of termination. However, the Grantee will 
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be entitled to payment, determined on a pro rata basis, for services satisfactorily performed to the extent 
that funds are available. The State will not be assessed any penalty if the agreement is terminated 
because of the decision of the Minnesota Legislature, or other funding source, not to appropriate funds. 
The State will provide the Grantee notice of the lack of funding within a reasonable time of the State’s 
receiving that notice. 

 Suspension.  The State may immediately suspend this agreement in the event of a total or partial government 
shutdown due to the failure to have an approved budget by the legal deadline.  Work performed by the Grantee 
during a period of suspension will be deemed unauthorized and undertaken at risk of non-payment. 

 
15 Data Disclosure 

Under Minn. Stat. § 270C.65, Subd. 3, and other applicable law, Grantee consents to disclosure of its social security 
number, federal employer tax identification number, and/or Minnesota tax identification number, already provided to 
the State, to federal and state tax agencies and state personnel involved in the payment of state obligations.  These 
identification numbers may be used in the enforcement of federal and state tax laws which could result in action 
requiring the Grantee to file state tax returns and pay delinquent state tax liabilities, if any. 
 

16 Fund Use Prohibited.  The Grantee will not utilize any funds received pursuant to this Agreement to compensate, 
either directly or indirectly, any contractor, corporation, partnership, or business, however organized, which is 
disqualified or debarred from entering into or receiving a State contract.  This restriction applies regardless of whether 
the disqualified or debarred party acts in the capacity of a general contractor, a subcontractor, or as an equipment or 
material supplier.  This restriction does not prevent the Grantee from utilizing these funds to pay any party who might 
be disqualified or debarred after the Grantee’s contract award on this Project.  For a list of disqualified or debarred 
vendors, see www.mmd.admin.state.mn.us/debarredreport.asp. 

 
17 Discrimination Prohibited by Minnesota Statutes §181.59.  Grantee will comply with the provisions of Minnesota 

Statutes §181.59 which requires that every contract for or on behalf of the State of Minnesota, or any county, city, 
town, township, school, school district or any other district in the state, for materials, supplies or construction will 
contain provisions by which Contractor agrees: 1) That, in the hiring of common or skilled labor for the performance 
of any work under any contract, or any subcontract, no Contractor, material supplier or vendor, will, by reason of 
race, creed or color, discriminate against the person or persons who are citizens of the United States or resident aliens 
who are qualified and available to perform the work to which the employment relates; 2) That no Contractor, material 
supplier, or vendor, will, in any manner, discriminate against, or intimidate, or prevent the employment of any person 
or persons identified in clause 1 of this section, or on being hired, prevent or conspire to prevent, the person or 
persons from the performance of work under any contract on account of race, creed or color; 3) That a violation of 
this section is a misdemeanor; and 4) That this contract may be canceled or terminated by the state of Minnesota, or 
any county, city, town, township, school, school district or any other person authorized to grant contracts for 
employment, and all money due, or to become due under the contract, may be forfeited for a second or any 
subsequent violation of the terms or conditions of this Agreement. 

 
18 Limitation.  Under this Agreement, the State is only responsible for receiving and disbursing funds.  Nothing in this 

Agreement will be construed to make the State a principal, co-principal, partner, or joint venturer with respect to the 
Project(s) covered herein.  The State may provide technical advice and assistance as requested by the Grantee, 
however, the Grantee will remain responsible for providing direction to its contractors and consultants and for 
administering its contracts with such entities.  The Grantee’s consultants and contractors are not intended to be third 
party beneficiaries of this Agreement. 

 
19 Telecommunications Certification. By signing this agreement, Contractor certifies that, consistent with Section 889 

of the John S. McCain National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2019, Pub. L. 115-232 (Aug. 13, 2018), 
and 2 CFR 200.216, Contractor will not use funding covered by this agreement to procure or obtain, or to extend, 
renew, or enter into any contract to procure or obtain, any equipment, system, or service that uses “covered 
telecommunications equipment or services” (as that term is defined in Section 889 of the Act) as a substantial or 
essential component of any system or as critical technology as part of any system.  Contractor will include this 
certification as a flow down clause in any contract related to this agreement. 
 

20 Title VI/Non-discrimination Assurances.  Grantee agrees to comply with all applicable US DOT Standard Title 
VI/Non-Discrimination Assurances contained in DOT Order No. 1050.2A, and in particular Appendices A and E, 
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which can be found at: https://edocs-public.dot.state.mn.us/edocs_public/DMResultSet/download?docId=11149035.  
Grantee will ensure the appendices and solicitation language within the assurances are inserted into contracts as 
required.  State may conduct a review of the Grantee’s compliance with this provision. The Grantee must cooperate 
with State throughout the review process by supplying all requested information and documentation to State, making 
Grantee staff and officials available for meetings as requested, and correcting any areas of non-compliance as 
determined by State. 
 

21 Additional Provisions 
[Intentionally left blank.] 

 

[The remainder of this page has intentionally been left blank.] 
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STATE ENCUMBRANCE VERIFICATION 
Individual certifies that funds have been encumbered as required by 
Minn. Stat. § 16A.15 and § 16C.05. 

Signed:  

Date:  

SWIFT Contract/PO No(s).  

GRANTEE 
The Grantee certifies that the appropriate person(s) have executed the grant 
agreement on behalf of the Grantee as required by applicable articles, 
bylaws, resolutions, or ordinances. 

By:  

Title:  

Date:  

 

By:  

Title:  

Date:  

 

 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
By:  
          (with delegated authority) 
 
Title:  

Date:  

 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
OFFICE OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT – GRANT UNIT 
 
By:  
 
Date:  
 
 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
CONTRACT MANAGEMENT 
 
By:  
  
Date:  
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  Rev. 9/02        
 
MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION   Airport Name  _______________________________ 
 OFFICE OF AERONAUTICS 
 395 JOHN IRELAND BOULEVARD, MS 410   State Project No.  _______________________________    
 ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55155-1800     
 airportdevelopment@state.mn.us     Federal Project No.  _______________________________ 
 

   CREDIT APPLICATION  Mn/DOT Agreement No. _______________________________ 
 
TO THE DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF AERONAUTICS: 
        
    Itemized statement of cash expenditures for which credit is claimed: 
 
    For period beginning __________________________________, 20____ ; ending __________________________________, 20____. 
     

Warrant 
Number 

Date 
Issued 

Name or Description Unit Rate Total Time 
or Quantity 

Amount 

       

Total Expenditures  

                *FINAL/PARTIAL (CIRCLE ONE) 
 
  NOTE:  PLEASE SEPARATE ENGINEERING COSTS FROM OTHER COSTS. Municipality _________________________________________________  
 
                         By  _________________________________________________ 
                  
        Title  _________________________________________________
 *FOR ALL ITEMS INCLUDED IN THIS AGREEMENT 
 

(Complete Form On Reverse Side) 
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STATE OF _______________________  
 
COUNTY OF _____________________ 
 
 
____________________________________________________, being first duly sworn, deposes and says that he/she is the 
 
_______________________________ of the Municipality of ___________________________________________, in the County  
 
of _____________________________________________, State of Minnesota; that he/she has prepared the foregoing Credit Application, 
 
knows the contents thereof, that the same is a true and accurate record of disbursements made, and that the same is true of his/her own 
 
knowledge; and that this application is made by authority of the municipal council (or board) of said Municipality. 
 
 
 
 
          _______________________________________ 

Signature 
 
Subscribed and sworn to before me 
 
this ___________ day of _______________, 20_____. . 
 
 
_____________________________________________ 

NOTARY  PUBLIC 
 
 
My Commission Expires:________________________ 
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 (Reserved for recording purposes)   

ORDINANCE NO. 808 

AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF PRINCETON, MINNESOTA ANNEXING 

LAND LOCATED IN BALDWIN TOWNSHIP, SHERBURNE COUNTY, MINNESOTA 

PURSUANT TO MINNESOTA STATUTES § 414.033 SUBDIVISION 2(3), PERMITTING 

ANNEXATION BY ORDINANCE 
 

WHEREAS, a petition signed by all the property owners, requesting that property legally described 

(herein or attached exhibit) be annexed to the City of Princeton, Minnesota, was duly presented to the 

Council of the City of Princeton on the 8th day of July 2021; and 

 

WHEREAS, said property is unincorporated and abuts the City of Princeton on its southern boundary; is 

less than 120 acres; is not presently served by public sewer facilities or public sewer facilities are not 

otherwise available; the land descriptions are: 

 

PID 01-004-1320 -  Baldwin Township, Sherburne County: 

That part of the Southwest Quarter of the Northeast Quarter of Section 4, Township 35, Range 26, 

Sherburne County, Minnesota, described as follows:  

 

Beginning at the point of intersection of the East line of STATE HIGHWAY RIGHT OF WAY PLAT 

NO. 71-2, said Sherburne County, with the North line of said Southwest Quarter of the Northeast 

Quarter; thence Southerly, along said East line of STATE HIGHWAY RIGHT OF WAY PLAT NO. 

71-2, a distance of 170.50 feet; thence Easterly, parallel with said North line of the Southwest 

Quarter of the Northeast Quarter, a distance of 311.00 feet; thence Southerly, parallel with said East 

line of STATE HIGHWAY RIGHT OF WAY PLAT NO. 71-2, a distance of 115.00 feet; thence 

Easterly, parallel with said North line of the Southwest Quarter of the Northeast Quarter, a distance 

of 66.00 feet; thence Northerly, parallel with said East line of STATE HIGHWAY RIGHT OF WAY 

PLAT NO. 71-2, a distance of 285.50 feet to the point of intersection with said North line of the 

Southwest Quarter of the Northeast Quarter; thence Westerly, along said North line of the Southwest 

Quarter of the Northeast Quarter, a distance of 377.00 feet to the point of beginning. 

 

WHEREAS, said property is owned by Jeff Smith / Stout Storage LLC and annexation is requested for 

commercial development; and  

 

WHEREAS, the City of Princeton held a public hearing pursuant to Minnesota Statutes § 414.033 Subd. 

2b, on Thursday, August 26, 2021, following thirty (30) days written notice by certified mail to the 

Township of Baldwin and to all landowners within and contiguous to the area legally described herein, to 

be annexed; and 

 

NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF PRINCETON HEREBY ORDAINS 

AS FOLLOWS: 
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1.  The City Council hereby determines that the property as hereinafter described abuts the city limits and 

is or is about to become urban or suburban in nature in that the Commercial use is being proposed for 

said property the construction of which requires or will need city services, including public sewer 

facilities. 

 

2.  None of the property is now included within the limits of any city, or in any area that has already been 

designated for orderly annexation pursuant to Minnesota Statute § 414.0325.   

 

3. The corporate limits of the City of Princeton, Minnesota, are hereby extended to include the following 

described property, said land abutting the City of Princeton and being 120 acres or less in area, and is not 

presently served by public sewer facilities or public sewer facilities are not otherwise available, and the 

City having received a petition for annexation from all the property owners of the land, to wit: 

 

4.  That the population of the area legally described herein and hereby annexed is currently 

approximately 0 residents 

 

5. That pursuant to Minnesota Statutes § 414.036 there are no special assessments assigned by the City to 

the annexed for which reimbursement is required. 

 

6. The City of Princeton, pursuant to Minnesota Statutes § 414.036 that with respect to the property taxes 

payable on the area legally described (herein or attached exhibit), hereby annexed, shall make a cash 

payment to the Township of Baldwin in accordance with the following schedule: 

 

  a. In the first year following the year in which the City of  

   Princeton could first levy on the annexed area, an amount equal  

   to $ 563.94; and 

 

  b. In the second year an amount equal to $563.94     

 

7.  That the City Clerk of the City of Princeton is hereby authorized and directed to file a copy of this 

Ordinance with the Municipal Boundary Adjustment Unit of the Office of Administrative Hearings, the 

Minnesota Secretary of State, the Sherburne Auditor, and the Baldwin Township Clerk. 

 

8.  That this Ordinance shall be in full force and effect and final upon the date this Ordinance is approved 

by the Office of Administrative Hearings. 

 

PASSED AND ADOPTED by the City Council of the City of Princeton, Minnesota on this 23rd day of 

September, 2021 

      ___________________________________  

                                                             Thom Walker, Mayor 

ATTEST: 

 

_________________________________ 

Shawna Jenkins Tadych, City Clerk 

(City Seal)             This instrument was drafted by: 
 

Shawna Jenkins Tadych 
City of Princeton 

705 2nd Street North 

Princeton MN 55371 
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MEMORANDUM 

   

 

 TO: Mayor Walker and Councilors 

 FROM: M McPherson, City Administrator 

 SUBJECT: Resolution #21-41 

         DATE:    September 21, 2021 

  

 
Background:  
In order to remove the zoning protections for the cross-wind runway, the airport zoning ordinance 
needs to be amended.  In order to accomplish the amendment, the City needs to establish, tempo-
rarily, a Joint Airport Planning Board comprised of persons from the City, and the two counties and 
townships affected by the Airport. 
 
Analysis:  
Step One of the process is to approve Resolution 21-41 which establishes the Board and appoints 
two members from the City, neither of which can be a Councilor.  A member from the Planning 
Commission and the Airport Advisory Board may be appropriate. 
 
The next step will be to send a letter, certified mail to Mille Lacs and Sherburne Counties, and 
Princeton and Baldwin Township requesting that they also appoint two members each to the Joint 
Airport Planning Board. 
 
Per the direction of the City Council on July 22, 2021, the Airport Advisory Board and Planning 
Commission were asked to identify members to serve on the Joint Airport Planning Board.  Troy 
Minske and Eldon Johnson were recommended from each committee.  In addition, the resolution 
has been amended to place an end date for their service. 
 
Recommendation:  
Staff recommends the City Council approve Resolution #21-41 establishing a Joint Airport Planning 
Board and appointing Troy Miske from the Airport Advisory Board and Eldon Johnson from the 
Planning Commission to serve as representatives from the City. 
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RESOLUTION #21-41 

CITY OF PRINCETON 

AUTHORIZING THE CREATION OF A 

JOINT AIRPORT PLANNING BOARD 

 

At a meeting of the Princeton City Council, hereinafter referred to as the “Municipality”, on the 

22nd day of July 2021, Councilor ______________, Councilor ______________ seconded, 

introduced the following resolution and moved its adoption. 

 

WHEREAS, this Municipality owns and controls the Princeton Municipal Airport; and  

 

WHEREAS, portions of the airport hazard area adjacent to the airport are located 

outside the territorial limits of this municipality but with the territorial limits of Mille Lacs County, 

Princeton Township, Sherburne County and Baldwin Township; and  

 

WHEREAS, this Municipality deems it necessary and expedient to create a Joint Airport 

Planning Board in cooperation with the above noted Counties and Townships, pursuant to 

Minnesota Statutes Section 360.063, Subdivision 3, and other applicable laws for the purpose of 

amending the zoning laws for the areas surrounding the airport based on the 2018 Airport 

Master Plan and for the protection of the airport and the public; and  

 

WHEREAS, the above statute provides that this Municipality has the right to appoint two 

persons to said Board, whose said persons should not be members of the Princeton City 

Council; and 

 

WHEREAS, Subdivision 8 of Section 32 of the Appropriations Bill passed by the 

Minnesota Legislature effective July 1, 1973, provides that no moneys shall be expended by the 

Commissioner of Transportation of the State of Minnesota to improve and maintain an airport 

unless the governmental unit owning the airport has or is establishing a zoning authority for the 

airport. 

 

NOW, THEREFORE, BUT IT RESOLVED by the undersigned Municipality as follows: 
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Resolution #21-41 
Establishing a Joint Airport Planning Board 
July 22, 2021 
Page 2 

1. That there is herby created in cooperation with the above noted Counties and Townships 

a Joint Airport Planning Board to be composed of representatives of the undersigned 

Municipality and of the above noted Counties and Townships pursuant to Minnesota 

Statutes Section 360.063 Subdivision 3. 

2. That the undersigned Municipality hereby appoints Troy Minske and Eldon Johnson to 

be its representatives on said Board, said persons to serve until the amendment to the 

Airport Zoning Ordinance removing the Cross-wind Runway is adopted. 

 

ROLL CALL: 

Members voting in favor: ________________________________________________________ 

Members voting against: ________________________________________________________ 

 

Resolution declared passed: _____________________________________________________ 

      Thom Walker, Mayor 

 

Attest: _____________________________ 

  City Administrator 

 

CERTIFICATION: 

I hereby certify that the foregoing resolution is a true and correct copy of the original resolution 

and is not on file in my office and is recorded in the Office of the City Clerk of Princeton, 

Minnesota. 

 

    _______________________________ 

     City Clerk 

 

SEAL OR 

NOTARY STAMP 
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RESOLUTION #21-55 

 
A RESOLUTION ACCEPTING A $2,500 IN DONATIONS FOR THE LIGHT UP 

PRINCETON PROGRAM 
************************************************************************************************** 
WHEREAS, Princeton Jaycees has donated $2,000 to the City of Princeton  
 
WHEREAS, Princeton Insurance Agency has donated $500 to the City of Princeton  
 
 
WHEREAS, Princeton Jaycees and Princeton Insurance Agency have requested their 

donations be used for the Light up Princeton project 
 
WHEREAS, this Business and Group has donated a total amount of $2,500 
 
WHEREAS, the City Council of the City of Princeton agrees that said contributions 

would be of benefit to the citizens of Princeton,  
 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the City Council of the City of Princeton, 

Minnesota hereby acknowledges and agrees to accept said donations by 
Princeton Jaycees and Princeton Insurance Agency, who have donated on 
behalf of the citizens of Princeton. 

 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the City Council of the City of Princeton designates 

said donation to be used for the Light up Princeton project 
 
ADOPTED this 23rd day of September, 2021. 
 

  
ATTEST: 

Thom Walker, Mayor 
         
Shawna Jenkins Tadych 
City Clerk 
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            Princeton Police Department 

                               Memorandum 

 

 

 

To:  Princeton City Council 

Date:  09/16/2021 

From:  Chief Todd Frederick 

Regarding:  Donation from Richard and Norma Gist  

 

On 09/16/2021 the Princeton Police Department received a donation for $100.00 from  

Richard and Norma Gist.  This donation from the Mr. and Mrs. Gist is to be used for the 

Princeton Police Department k9 program.  This donation is greatly appreciated by Officer 

Cederberg, K9 Officer Bogey and the other members of the department. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chief Todd Frederick 

Princeton Police Department 
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RESOLUTION #21-58 

 
A RESOLUTION ACCEPTING A $20 IN DONATION FROM SONDRA JOYAL 

FOR THE PRINCETON POLICE DEPARTMENT  
************************************************************************************************** 
WHEREAS, Sondra Joyal have contributed a check in the amount of $20 to the City of 

Princeton Police Department; and 
 
WHEREAS, that Company requested their donation be used for the Police Department 

and 
 
WHEREAS, the City Council of the City of Princeton agrees that said contributions 

would be of benefit to the citizens of Princeton,  
 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the City Council of the City of Princeton, 

Minnesota hereby acknowledges and agrees to accept said donation of $20 
from Sondra Joyal on behalf of the citizens of Princeton. 

 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the City Council of the City of Princeton designates 

said donation to be used for the Princeton Police Department as requested. 
 
ADOPTED this 23rd day of September, 2021. 
 
 

  
  Thom Walker, Mayor 
 
ATTEST: 
               
         
Shawna Jenkins Tadych, City Clerk 
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            Princeton Police Department 

                               Memorandum 

 

 

 

To:  Princeton City Council 

Date:  09/15/2021 

From:  Chief Todd Frederick 

Regarding:  Donation from Sandra Joyal  

 

On 09/15/2021 the Princeton Police Department received a donation for $ 20.00 from 

the Sondra Joyal.  This donation will be used to assist the police department with officer safety.  

This donation is greatly appreciated by the police department. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chief Todd Frederick 

Princeton Police Department 
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RESOLUTION #21-58 

 
A RESOLUTION ACCEPTING A $20 IN DONATION FROM SONDRA JOYAL 

FOR THE PRINCETON POLICE DEPARTMENT  
************************************************************************************************** 
WHEREAS, Sondra Joyal have contributed a check in the amount of $20 to the City of 

Princeton Police Department; and 
 
WHEREAS, that Company requested their donation be used for the Police Department 

and 
 
WHEREAS, the City Council of the City of Princeton agrees that said contributions 

would be of benefit to the citizens of Princeton,  
 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the City Council of the City of Princeton, 

Minnesota hereby acknowledges and agrees to accept said donation of $20 
from Sondra Joyal on behalf of the citizens of Princeton. 

 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the City Council of the City of Princeton designates 

said donation to be used for the Princeton Police Department as requested. 
 
ADOPTED this 23rd day of September, 2021. 
 
 

  
  Thom Walker, Mayor 
 
ATTEST: 
               
         
Shawna Jenkins Tadych, City Clerk 
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MEMORANDUM 

   

 

 TO: Mayor Walker and Councilors 

 FROM: M McPherson, City Administrator 

 SUBJECT: Authorize Execution of Amendment to East Cen-
tral Cable Commission’s Bylaws 

         DATE:        September 21, 2021 

  

 
Background:  
Councilor Hallin reported some months back that there was an amendment proposed to the bylaws 
of the East Central Cable Commission.  Staff received the proposed revision which addresses the 
length of the Treasurer’s position and requiring it to be rotated. 
 
Councilor Hallin may provide additional information, but it was requested that the amendment be 
agreed to by the City. 
 
Recommendation:  
Staff recommends that the Mayor and Clerk be authorized to execute the amendment to the bylaws 
of the East Central Cable Commission. 
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MEMORANDUM 

   

 

 TO: Mayor Walker and Councilors 

 FROM: M McPherson, City Administrator 

 SUBJECT: Award Clean up Contract for 509 6th Avenue 
North (Clayson)  

         DATE:        September 21, 2021 

  

 
Background:  
At the June 24 Council Meeting, a public hearing to abate the nuisance at 509 6th Avenue North was 
held.  The Council moved forward with abatement, providing the owner with additional time to 
abate the nuisance.  The owner did not do not so. 
 
A default hearing allowing the City to abate the nuisance is scheduled for September 27, 2021.  
Once the owner has been served the court order, abatement can begin.  It should be noted that in 
order to abate the vehicles, a separate court order is likely. 
 
Analysis:  
Staff obtained two quotes to complete the abatement.  The low quote is from Old Crap LLC which 
has previously completed clean ups in the City.  In order to address an additional junk that has ac-
cumulated since August 10 or for junk that was not immediately visible due to vegetation or other 
obstructions, staff would ask the Council to consider a not to exceed amount of $3,000. 
 
Once the abatement is completed and the contractor paid, the costs will be certified as an assess-
ment to the property. 
 
Recommendation:  
Staff recommends that the City Council award the contract to clean up the property at 509 6th Ave-
nue North, excluding vehicles, to Old Crap LLC with a not to exceed cost of $3,000. 
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MEMORANDUM 

   

 

 TO: Mayor Walker and Councilors 

 FROM: M McPherson, City Administrator 

 SUBJECT: Award Contract – Classification and Compensa-
tion Study 

         DATE:        September 21, 2021 

  

 
Background:  
Requests for Proposals for the Classification and Compensation study were released at the end of 
July, 2021.  Four proposals were received: 
 

• Abdo Eick & Meyers 
• David Drown & Associates 
• Flaherty-Hood PA 
• Gallagher 

 
Copies of the proposals are included for your review.  Abdo Eich & Meyers and Gallager did not fol-
low the submittal instructions by not submitting sufficient copies and/or an electronic copy. 
 
Analysis:  
The proposals were sent to each Department Head for their review and comment.  There were fol-
low-up/clarification questions sent to the proposers for a response.  Gallagher did not respond to 
our request for additional information and of the three remaining responses, Flaherty-Hood had the 
most comprehensive and complete response and they have experience in completing such studies 
in cities with paid on-call Fire Departments, Municipal Liquor Stores and Police Departments. 
 
Of those Department Heads indicating a preference, Flaherty-Hood was the top selection.  Their 
proposal is also the lowest cost.  Flaherty-Hood is also a partner to the Coalition of Greater Minne-
sota Cities, so they would have a greater understanding of the market in outstate cities. 
 
Recommendation:  
Staff recommends that the City Council award the contract for the Classification and Compensation 
Study to Flaherty-Hood for a price not to exceed $20,500. 
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Minneapolis Office: 
5029 Upton Avenue South 

Minneapolis, MN 55410 
612-920-3320 

www.ddahumanresources.com 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

City of Princeton, Minnesota 
 

 

 
 
 

 
Proposal for  

Classification and Compensation Study 
August 26, 2021 
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City of Princeton, MN: Classification and Compensation Proposal 

 
Minneapolis Office: 

5029 Upton Avenue South 
Minneapolis, MN 55410 

(612) 920-3320  
www.ddahumanresources.com 

 
August 26, 2021 
 
Michele McPherson 
City Administrator 
Princeton City Hall 
705 North 2nd Street 
Princeton, Minnesota 55371 
 
RE:  Proposal for Classification and Compensation Study 
 
Dear Ms. McPherson: 
 

A. Letter of Transmittal 
 
We are pleased to be invited to submit a proposal to complete a classification and compensation study for 
the City of Princeton.  In the pages that follow, we have briefly provided information about DDA Human 
Resources, our staff credentials and experience, staff members assigned to your study, a detailed 
description of services to be provided and various levels of project scope. 
 
Three major factors distinguish DDA Human Resources from other providers: 
 

 All our employees come with years of public sector experience.  We specialize in government and 
we know first-hand the challenges of managing public sector compensation.  This helps us deliver 
to you practical, workable solutions.  

 We believe that classification and compensation can and should be managed as a practical, 
common-sense process – not as some theoretical or statistical exercise in regression analysis.  
We will help you design a compensation system that is technically solid, one you understand, and 
one that works better than what you have now.  We measure our effectiveness as a consulting 
firm not by studies completed, but by studies that are actually implemented.   

 We think a compensation should be actively managed as an ongoing program – not neglected 
and then fixed with a major compensation study like this.  With proper on-going maintenance 
support, major disruptive and expensive compensation studies are unnecessary.  We are 
pioneers in providing a full-service program to maintain classification and compensation systems 
– and we find that over half of our study clients now opt for this ongoing service. 

 
Our firm’s goal is to be known as the best human resources consultant in Minnesota.  There is only one 
way to get there – by delivering exceptional service.  We will do our very best to earn your trust, your 
respect, and your future business. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Mark Goldberg, Principal Consultant 
DDA Human Resources, Inc. 
5029 Upton Avenue South 
Minneapolis, MN 55410 
markg@daviddrown.com 
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B & C. Project Manager/ Qualifications, resumes, and 
references 

 
 

OUR FIRM & QUALIFICATIONS 
 
Our parent company, David Drown Associates, Inc. has provided consulting services to over 450 units of 
government across Minnesota since 1997.  Over these years, DDA staff has gotten to know government 
well and we continually strive to keep our services practical, useful, and up to date.  Our history and 
corporate culture have grown from an honest desire to serve public sector clients in a practical and 
common-sense manner.   
 
DDA Human Resources, Inc. was formed in 2013 to provide human resource support services exclusively 
to governmental clients in Minnesota.  We currently offer services for executive recruitment, 
organizational design, and classification and compensation studies.  We also staff an HR Technical 
Assistance Program for the Association of MN Counties which provides technical advice and assistance 
to the HR staff of all the State’s 87 counties.  Since activating our compensation section in 2015, we have 
completed over 50 separate classification & compensation studies for clients ranging from cities with 4 
employees to counties with 170 job titles and 500 employees. 
 
All our professional employees come to DDAHR from careers in city and county government.  We think 
this practical experience sets us aside from other compensation consultants, and we know it helps us 
deliver a study that is not only technically sound but also practical, useful, and understandable.  We strive 
to deliver services the way you want to see them. 
 

OUR SERVICE TEAM 
 

DDAHR maintains a staff of 10 individuals.  We also maintain relationships with several independent 
consults in key specialty areas.  Here is the Team we have assembled for your project: 
 

Mark Goldberg, MA-HRR – Principal Consultant and Project Manager 

Mark Goldberg is a Principal Consultant with the firm. Mark will be the co-manager and 
primary contact for this study.  Mark’s experience is broad and deep. He has held a variety 
of compensation leadership positions in media, high tech, manufacturing, local government 
organizations and the University of Minnesota. In addition, Mr. Goldberg has over 6 years 
of experience consulting with major public sector organizations around the country with a 
focus on project in Minnesota such as Koochiching County, the City of Red Wing and the 
City of Aitkin.  He has a Master’s Degree in Industrial and Labor Relations from Cornell University and a 
Bachelor’s Degree in Human Resource Administration from Muhlenberg College.    
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Dr. Tessia Melvin –Department Head and Technical Expert 

Tessia heads the compensation and classification (C&C) services area of DDAHR.  She will be 
provide backup support to Mark. Over the past two years, Tessia has served as lead analyst 
on over 20 separate C&C engagements with Minnesota communities.  She brings to the 
position nearly 13 years of diverse service to city and county government.  As a City 
Administrator in Maple Plain, Minnesota, Tessia drafted five-year budgets, capital improvement 
plans, infrastructure improvement plans, and led strategic planning program.  She was directly 
responsible for human resources and internal and external communications.  Working in 
Dakota County, Minnesota, Tessia provided leadership training, managed their performance 
management system, and worked with compensation and benefits.  Dedicated to local governments and 
continued learning, Tessia earned her doctorate in Public Administration at Hamline University with an 
emphasis on city development and planning.    
 

David Drown – Technical Support 

David is the founder and owner of DDA.  David will lend his technical and statistical expertise to the team 
to manage the collection and analysis of market data, help calibrate your compensation plan, and 
calculate budget impacts.  David received his undergraduate degree in civil engineering and served in 
local government as a registered civil engineer early in his career.  He also holds an MBA in finance from 
the Carlson School of Management and has served as a finance and economic development consultant 
to numerous cities and counties across the State.   
 

Kelly Jones – Technical Support 

Kelly received his Bachelor of Arts degree in Psychology and his Master of Science degree in Industrial 
and Organizational Psychology from Saint Cloud State University in Saint Cloud, Minnesota. Prior to 
entering the field of compensation, he served as a project coordinator and talent management specialist 
for Sleep Number and Robert Half. Kelly has spent the last 3 years as a technical analyst and 
compensation consultant, while assisting dozens of Cities and Counties across the United States with 
their compensation and classification needs. His work will be primarily focused on data collection and 
analysis, while also assisting the DDA team with any ongoing project needs. 
 

Elizabeth Blakesley – Clerical Support 

Elizabeth has worked at DDA for over 20 years.  She will provide technical and clerical assistance to 
coordinate the market surveying process and prepare documents.  She will utilize her organizational and 
technological skills to help provide concise, professional work results.  After attending the University of 
MN – Duluth, Elizabeth began working with local units of government in Minnesota with the MN Small 
Cities Association.  Her work in municipal finance and economic development has given her a good 
insight into the operations of counties and cities throughout the State. 

 

SUPPORTING TEAM MEMBERS (Our Bench) 
 

Gary Weiers 

Gary manages the overall operations of DDAHR, and he also heads our executive recruitment section.  
Gary joined DDA in 2013 after 11-years as the Administrator of Rice County.  Earlier in his career, he held 
social service manager positions in Rice, Mower and Sherburne Counties.  Gary received a bachelor’s 
degree from the University of St. Thomas and has honed his skills by working his way up from an entry 
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level social worker position to be the head of a $50 million organization with over 350 employees.   
 

Melanie Ault 

Melanie Ault brings to DDAHR over 20 years of experience leading Minnesota county human resources 
and labor relations operations with additional experience at the city, regional, and state levels.  Melanie 
joined DDAHR in 2017, after serving as Washington County’s HR Director.  You might recognize her by 
her passion for examining pending legislation and its ramifications for the public sector.  Melanie holds 
BA, MAPA, and JD degrees, with further education in public administration. She is an avid supporter of 
professional organizations, serving on the state and national levels. She loves making new connections 
and looks forward to helping you find answers and ideas. Melanie is one of our AMC Human Resources 
Technical Assistance Program staff.  
 
Roxanne Chmielewski 

Roxanne has over 32 years of experience as Human Resources Director for three Minnesota Counties 
with the last twenty years managing the Human Resources and Labor Relations functions for Sherburne 
County, a metro ring county with over 600 employees and ten bargaining units.  She retired in 2015 and 
continues to work as a consultant to several counties and cities in Minnesota.  Roxanne remains 
committed to providing local government with professional and effective HR expertise.  This commitment 
was recognized by her peers as she received the Outstanding HR Professional of the Year award from 
the MN Counties Human Resource Management Association in 1998 and again in 2011.  She also 
received the Make a Difference award from the National Public Employer Labor Relations Association in 
2012.   
 

George Gmach 

George has been doing classification and compensation study work in Minnesota for 30 years.  He 
worked with the Stanton Group for 12+ years with management responsibility for salary and benefit 
surveys and compensation consulting.  His experience has crossed multiple industries and included 
private, non-private and public sectors.  George also worked at Employers Association and its successor 
for 16 years.  During his career, he has designed and conducted several hundred compensation and 
benefit surveys and has implemented multiple compensation programs in large and small organizations 
across all sectors.  He designed and modified job evaluation systems and implemented them in the public 
sector.  He has worked with the Minnesota Pay Equity Statutes since their inception.  In addition, he is a 
military veteran who served as a combat medic in Vietnam.   
 

Reference #1:  City of Victoria, Minnesota  

Contact:   Gwen Campbell, Communications and HR Manager  
952-443-4230  
gcampbell@ci.victoria.mn.us  

Contract dated:  May 15, 2019 – completed October 2019  

Scope of Services: This was a full-service class and comp study for a rapidly growing 
suburban community.  We updated all job descriptions including 
several new job titles; classified all job titles using DDA’s JET system, 
completed a market analysis of 14 benchmark communities (93% 
participation) and 5 “spotlight communities”, evaluated two alternative 
salary plans with pay ranges calibrated at 100% of benchmark 
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averages, and provided an implementation plan with employee-by-
employee grade/step assignments and a calculation of budget 
impact.  Victoria says they plan to enroll in DDA’s ongoing service 
program.    

Reference #2:   City of Fridley, MN  

Contact: Becca Hellegers, Employee Resources Manager, 763-572-3507, 
Becca.Hellegers@FridleyMN.gov   

Contract Dated: February 2020 – December 2020  

Scope of Services: DDA was originally engaged to complete a market study only of wages 
paid to 97 position descriptions.  The work plan was expanded to have 
us perform a full classification and compensation study for all positions, 
classifying all jobs and designing a new pay plan for the City  

Reference #3:   City of Golden Valley, MN  

Contact: Kirsten Santelices, HR Director  
763-593-3989  
ksantelices@goldenvalleymn.gov  

Contract Dated: January 2020 – completed December 2020  

Scope of Services: This is an example of a client engagement with a scope of services 
similar to yours. All job titles were reclassified using the JET evaluation 
system, and several employee challenges were reviewed and 
resolved.  Market wage study revealed that the current pay plan wages 
averaged about 5% below the benchmark average.  We developed a 
new pay plan with expanded steps, reviewed several approaches for 
implementation, and ultimately arrived at a plan that worked within the 
City’s limited budget.   

Reference #4: City of North Saint Paul, MN  

Contact: Scott Duddeck, County Administrator  
651-747-2436 
scott.duddeck@northstpaul.org 

Contract Dated: Initial Project Started September 2017 - completed December 2017, 
ongoing maintenance since then 

Scope of Services: This was a full class and comp study, including a re-write of all job 
descriptions and an entirely new job classification system   The City 
had 5 pay structures that we were able to bring down to one consistent 
structure that was aligned with the market and the new pay philosophy. 
After completing the study, the City enrolled in our ongoing 
maintenance program and has continued to be part of that program for 
the last 3 years. 
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City Classification and Compensation Study Clients 
 

Brainerd Glyndon Mankato Pillager 

Breezy Point Golden Valley Mayer Rockford 

Crosby Granite Falls Medford Rockville 

Deerwood Howard Lake Minneota Royalton 

Detroit Lakes Hoyt Lakes Morristown Staples 

Dundas Kasson North St. Paul St. Paul Park 

East Grand Forks Lake Elmo Olivia Victoria 

Fairfax Lake Park Pequot Lakes Waverly 

Gaylord Mahnomen Pierz Zumbrota 
 
 
County Classification and Compensation Study Clients 
 

Benton County Mower County 

Big Stone County Olmsted County 

Chippewa County Rice County 

Clay County Rock County 

Dodge County St. Louis County 

Fillmore County Swift County 

Freeborn Count Wadena County 

Hubbard County Waseca County 

Martin County Yellow Medicine County 
 
Other Government Entities Classification and Compensation Study Clients 
 

Brainerd Utilities Rice and Steele 911 

Counties Providing Technology South Lake Minnetonka Police Dept 

East Grand Forks Utilities Tri-Cap 

Mower Soil/Water Conservation Mn Prairie County Alliance 
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D. Outline of Proposal demonstrating the strategy for 
completion of the project 
 
OUR PHILOSOPHY FOR COMPENSATION STUDIES 
 
Government is in the service delivery business, and quality service requires quality employees.  An effective 
compensation system will help you attract and keep talented employees.  Likewise, an out-of-date or ill-
conceived compensation system will produce turnover and hamper efforts to recruit quality replacements. 
 
In the real world of limited resources, government is increasingly expected to do more with less. 
Accordingly, a community’s pay philosophy must strike a reasonable balance between a desire to pay your 
good employees well to retain their good services, while at the same time controlling costs to keep faith with 
the taxpayers.  Designing a pay system is not easy, every community is different, and a “one size fits all” 
approach seldom produces a good result.   As we work with you to build the best compensation system for 
your community, we keep four very practical objectives in mind: 
 

o You need compensation and benefits to be sufficiently competitive to hire, retain and motivate 
qualified workers.   

o You must maintain internal pay relationships that satisfy the State’s pay equity requirement of equal 
pay for equal work. 

o You must remain in control of the process, to assure final recommendations strike a proper balance 
between wages/benefits and available resources.   

o You need the study to be a positive process, that is open and fair to all employees, managers, and 
unions. 

 
We approach compensation study work as a practical, common-sense process – not as some theoretical or 
statistical exercise in regression analysis.  We collect information, analyze it, and communicate our findings 
in simple understandable ways. Our honest goal is to help you design a compensation system that is 
technically solid, is one you actually understand, and one that works better than what you have now.  We 
measure our effectiveness as a consulting firm not by studies completed, but by studies that are actually 
implemented.   
 

PROPOSED SERVICES 
 
The City current maintains a work force of 28 full time and part time positions.  We understand the scope of 
the project is to recommend any changes to optimize effectiveness; create a compensation system that is 
internally equitable and externally competitive while complying with all State and Federal regulations; 
conduct a labor market study to determine how the City pays its employees relative to peer institutions from 
a total compensation perspective; detail several options on how to implement any recommended changes 
based on budgetary constraints; provide salary administration guidelines that reflect best practices in the 
industry; and train the HR staff on administering the new system. Our ongoing maintenance involves 
employees and managers in updating all job descriptions, re-classifying and ranking these jobs internally 
based upon job duties and requirements, reviewing and updating or replacing your current pay plan, and 
assistance in evaluating the method and costs of implementing any changes on future budgets.     
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Introduction and Project Orientation   

 
Our first task with you is to meet and make sure we all understand the expectations and fully understand the 
current pay structure, pay philosophy, and employee benefits.  
 

 We will conduct an Initial Project Meeting to discuss the scope of the planned services, its 
procedures, methods, intended outcomes and timeline.  We will keep in mind directives from the 
governing board pertaining to this project. 

 We will discuss any related details that are identified. During this meeting, we will identify data and 
resources on your current job descriptions, pay structure, classification system, employee roster, 
and union contracts.  For your convenience, we will create a cloud-based account to make it easy to 
share files with you.   

 An Employee Kickoff meeting will be held to explain the project scope, expectations, timeline, and 
answer questions. It is strongly recommended that this meeting be recorded and that recording 
placed on the City’s internal website so that any employees who were unable to attend can access 
the information. 

 We will work with you to design a communication plan and materials tailored to various audiences 
such as the general employee population, union leaders and management. Communication tools 
could include frequently asked questions, articles and memos. These communication pieces should 
also be placed on the City’s internal website to ensure transparency in the process.  

 After we have gathered all the organizational information, we will provide feedback on the 
organizational structure and provide recommendations on any changes, if any, that would align with 
the best practices we have seen across Minnesota. 

 

Job Description General Review) 

We will undertake a general review of your existing job descriptions and recommend changes to assure 
compliance with ADA and other State and Federal Requirements. We can rewrite any job descriptions 
for an additional cost. 

Re-write All Job Descriptions (Included in ongoing maintenance) 

 We will distribute a position analysis questionnaire (PAQ) to all employees and their supervisors, 
asking them to outline all the important requirements for and duties of the job. 

 Based upon the information on the PAQs, the job description for each position will be updated or 
rewritten in standardized format developed with and approved by the Project Team. 

 Employees and supervisors will be asked to review the new job descriptions, and we will guide a 
controlled process for employees to appeal the content of descriptions before they are finalized. 

 DDA would create an appeals form and process guide as well as conduct the appeals of any job 
descriptions. Our findings would be presented to the Council for approval. 

 Final job descriptions will be submitted for final approval by department heads, the Project Team 
and governing board.   

 

Job Classification   

Job classification is a series of decisions about how a position is valued within an organization.  Each factor 
requires a decision as to how the job under consideration will be rated using levels that are increasingly  
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complex and of great impact, frequency, or quantity.  We look at the job rather than the employee.  Jobs are 
evaluated as they exist, or as the management plan says that they should exist, to meet the needs of the 
organization.   
 
DDAHR is unique in our willingness and ability to utilize a variety of job evaluation systems used by the 
various compensation consultants in Minnesota to classify and score your jobs.  If you are committed and 
satisfied with the system you have, we will work with you using your system. 
 

 We will assign each position a numeric score, which reflects the relative importance of the job to the 
organization. 

 We will work with the Project Team to organize jobs with similar point totals into a series of Grades.   

 We will provide staff with materials to communicate results to employees. 

 Our Job Evaluation Tool (JET) identifies and examines the following aspects of all job positions 

o Experience and Education needed for the position. This includes licenses and certifications. 
o Decision Making and its impact on the job, division, department, and organization. 
o Problem Solving and its impact on the organization and budget. We also include 14 aspects 

of supervision. 
o Mental and Physical Effort of the Job 
o Relationships and Communications 
o Conditions and Hazards of the job 

 

 Our Decision Authority Ranking (DAR) is a decision-based model that looks at a job from a different 
perspective: 

o This system states that every job, from a mayor to a custodian, needs to make decisions in 
his/her role and those decisions can be quantified 

o DAR then examines the complexity of the duties performed compared to other substantially 
similar positions. 

o Aspects of the job such as working conditions or certifications can increase the complexity 
of the evaluation. 
 

Wage/Labor Benchmarks and Market Pricing   

The next step in the process involves looking outside of your organization to see what wages are offered to 
employees in the job market. 

 We will work with your Project Team to determine an appropriate group of comparable “benchmark” 
entities to achieve an adequate sample size and a meaningful comparison. These “benchmark 
organizations” are typically counties that are similar to yours and/or other organizations with whom 
you compete for employees.  

 We will collect detailed wage information on all jobs that you have in common with these 
communities – not just a selected list.  We plan to utilize the wage survey data that is annually 
collected in the LMC/AMC wage data base, supplemented by other sources as needed to provide a 
meaningful set of comparison data. We will organize the results of this analysis using a series of 
graphs and charts that are designed to clearly show how your current pay ranges and wages 
compare to those of benchmark entities. This is the information needed to develop of a pay 
structure that balances both internal and external equity and assures compliance with State Pay 
Equity Compensation Standards. 
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 For the benefits information listed in the RFP, we will either contact the organizations directly or go 
through publicly available data to gather information on such areas as holidays, annual vacation 
leave, sick leave, retirement, medical insurance, life insurance, and deferred compensation,  

 We will work with you to design and administer a targeted benefit review to address specific benefit 
areas of interest/concern to you and your employees. Often a survey of employee attitudes and 
interests can be helpful in designing a benefit package – benefits need not necessarily be 
expensive to be effective and valuable to your employees.  
 

Design New Pay Plan 

 We will provide recommendations and options for either an adjustment of your existing 
compensation plan, or a replacement plan that produces a better match with your compensation 
philosophy. 

 We will fine tune the plan to establish fair and equitable compensation relationships within and 
outside the organization that are workable within a union and non-union environment.    

 We will provide system testing to assure that any option proposed will comply with the State’s pay 
equity standards and Federal requirements. 

 We will evaluate the cost/budget implications of up to two (2) alternative implementation strategies 
that consider your current budget constraints. The objective of this work is to provide you with 
meaningful, employee-by-employee level information that is useful for your detailed budgeting use. 

 We will prepare final documents for the plan, including presentation, policy, guidelines, and 
procedures for administration. Any written and computerized data and supporting information will be 
submitted as appropriate or requested. 
 

Final Report   

 Prepare final documents for this study, including presentation, policy, guidelines, and procedures for 
administration. 

 We will make a final presentation of our report and findings. 

 We will prepare and submit a pay equity report to the State, should that be required. 
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TIMELINE WITH KEY MILESTONES 
 
 

Key Milestones Completion Date 

Introduction and Project Orientation; collect 
organizational information (roster, org charts, 
policies, etc.) 

Week of September 13 

Discuss compensation philosophy, make 
recommendations based on HR strategy 

Week of September 13 

Creation of communication strategy Week of September 20 

Discussion of Job Evaluation Tools Week of September 20 

Begin evaluating jobs using job evaluation tool Week of September 27 

Finalization of evaluation of jobs with review from 
City 

Week of October 4 

Develop list of comparable organizations Week of September 13 

Collection and verification of survey data Week of September 27 

Competitive analysis performed Week of October 4 

Development of new structure of grades and ranges Week of October 11 

Finalization of new structure Week of November 15 

System testing for equity and fairness Week of November 15 

Budget estimates prepared Week of November 22 

Transition options and next steps/costs outlined Week of November 22 

Preparation of final documents for the plan, 
including presentation, policy, guidelines and 
procedures for administration  

Week of November 22 

Training on the system maintenance and updating 
such as position additions and wage structure 
updates 

At various points during the Study, often several 
at the start and a refresher at the end of the 

Study 

System Implementation Week of November 22 

Presentation of Recommendations to City Council December 2 

 

SUPPORT FROM THE CITY 
 
There are several key areas where the City can assist with the Study. The first is by providing in a timely 
manner all the key information we would need to complete the project. This could include an employee 
roster, job descriptions, organizational charts, or any policies/procedures that pertain to Compensation. If we 
have any questions about the job descriptions once we review them, we will turn to experts in the City, often 
the HR department, to have those questions addressed. Being able to have regularly scheduled meetings, 
to make sure the City is aware of the progress in the Study, is also critical for project success. When we 
evaluate the positions, we will partner very closely with the City, and especially with the HR Department, to 
make sure we understand all of the nuances of the jobs and to design a structure that accurately reflects the 
internal hierarchy within the City. Finally, we would need to City to provide feedback and/or decisions at 
certain key points in the process such as the selection of comparable organizations or which job evaluation 
methodology is to be used in order to complete the survey in the timeline provided.  
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E. Quote Sheet 

 Consultant 
Hours 

Total 
Consultant 
Fees 

Cost of 
Materials, 
Fees, Bonds, 
Taxes or 
Surcharges, if 
any 

Total Not- 
to Exceed 
Costs 

Identify any 
work not 
included in 
Total Cost, if 
any 

Compensation 
Policy 4 $1,000 N/A $1,000 

See 
Maintenance 

Program 

Position Analysis 
16 $4,000 N/A $4,000 

See 
Maintenance 

Program 
Position 
Classification 
Evaluation 

16 $4,000 N/A $4,000 
See 

Maintenance 
Program 

Labor Market 
Employers 
Criteria and 
Selection 

6 $1,500 N/A $1,500 

See 
Maintenance 

Program 

Compensation 
Analysis – 
Salaries 

25 $5,000 N/A $5,000 
See 

Maintenance 
Program 

Compensation 
Analysis – 
Benefits 

20 $3,000 N/A $3,000 
See 

Maintenance 
Program 

Classification & 
Compensation 
System & 
Compliance 
Testing 

6 $1,500 N/A $1,500 

See 
Maintenance 

Program 

System 
Presentation, 
Implementation 
& Training 

8 $2,000 N/A $2,000 

See 
Maintenance 

Program 

TOTAL NOT TO EXCEED COST:   $22,000  
 

Proposal Submitted by    

Signature 

DATE:   8/26/21

Printed Name Mark Goldberg Company Name   DDA - HR  
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We generally bill for services at the completion of each major component of the engagement.   
 

Ongoing Maintenance Program  

This exclusive DDA Human Resources, Inc. program is designed to eliminate the need for large classification 
and compensation study every 4 to 6 years. Services include everything needed to keep a freshly updated 
compensation plan perpetually current. We find that over half of larger communities who have completed a 
compensation study with DDAHR have opted to convert to this management approach. Services include:  

 

 We review, update, and reclassify as necessary one-third of job descriptions annually. (Generally, 
we do 1/3 per year). 

 We annually update a market analysis of wages with benchmark communities and suggest 
changes to pay plan system as necessary to remain in tune with the market. 

 We will periodically provide market data on benefits offered by comparable communities and 
suggest changes as warranted. 

 For any new jobs or changed jobs, we will write and classify the job for placement in the 
compensation system 

 We will complete and submit a pay equity report every three years or when otherwise required. 

 If desired, we will handle data input of wage data into the LMC/AMC salary system 

 We will provide budget support by: 

o Recommending an adjustment to your Pay Plan for the coming year based upon COLA 
and market factors. 

o Preparing up to two (2) analysis of budget impacts of alternatives for wage adjustments. 

 Making an annual presentation to the staff and/or Board on the status of your compensation system. 

 
If the Ongoing Maintenance Program is selected as an option, the cost would be 
$5,600 per year for a 3-year commitment. 
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Proposal to City of Princeton for  
Job Classification and Compensation Study  

Contact Information: 
Brandon M. Fitzsimmons, Shareholder Attorney 
Karina G. Patino, Legal Analyst 
525 Park Street, Suite 470 
Saint Paul, MN 55103 
Phone: (651) 225-8840 
Email: kpatino@flaherty-hood.com 
Website: www.flaherty-hood.com 

August 27, 2021
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VIA COURIER 

    August 27, 2021 

Michele McPherson, City Administrator 
Tracy Peters, Finance Director 
Princeton City Hall 
705 North 2nd Street 
Princeton, Minnesota 55371  

Re: City of Princeton Job Classification and Compensation Study Proposal 

Dear Michele McPherson and Tracy Peters: 

Providing legal, analytical, and lobbying services to Minnesota cities has been Flaherty & Hood, 
P.A.’s primary focus since the firm’s inception nearly 30 years ago. We are, therefore, pleased to
submit this proposal to the City of Princeton for a Job Classification and Compensation Study.

Why Should the City of Princeton Hire Flaherty & Hood? 

There are many reasons why the City of Princeton should hire Flaherty & Hood, P.A. (Flaherty 
& Hood or firm), including: 

1. Customized. Flaherty & Hood will not view the City of Princeton as just another client
among many; instead, the City of Princeton’s study will be tailored to the City’s
circumstances, given high priority, and the timing of the study will be discussed early in
order to meet deadlines set by the City.

2. Comprehensive. No other firm offers the same comprehensive services that Flaherty &
Hood provides—including labor relations, employment law, human resources, and legal
services. For example, Flaherty & Hood developed and utilizes the Flaherty & Hood Job
Evaluation System for classification and compensation purposes and Cluster Analysis to
identify comparable entities for public sector entities. In addition, Flaherty & Hood
advises and represents public sector entities in complying with or claims made by
employees under discrimination, disability, and wage and hour laws and labor contract
negotiations and grievances, which is valuable in implementing classification and
compensation changes.

3. Comprehendible. Flaherty & Hood strongly believes that the advice and work product it
provides to clients must be comprehendible. The firm has a proven record of
communicating advice and recommendations on complex legal, human resources, and job
classification and compensation issues in a manner its clients understand. Flaherty &
Hood provides user-friendly electronic documents for cities to review and update job
analyses, job descriptions, job evaluation ratings, and the base pay structure.

4. Cost-Effective. Because Flaherty & Hood has dedicated its practice to serving the needs
of Minnesota cities, we can provide significantly reduced public rates to our clients,
while maintaining the highest quality services.
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Enclosed is Flaherty & Hood’s proposal to conduct a Job Classification and Compensation Study 
for the City of Princeton. The proposal includes the information requested in the City of 
Princeton’s Job Classification and Compensation Study Request for Proposals. 

We are confident that Flaherty & Hood will provide the highest quality compensation services to 
the City of Princeton. Should you desire to discuss our services in more detail or need additional 
information, please contact us. Thank you for your consideration, and we look forward to 
hearing from you soon. 

Very truly yours, 

FLAHERTY & HOOD, P.A. 

Karina G. Patino 
Legal Analyst 

Brandon M. Fitzsimmons 
Shareholder Attorney 
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PROJECT MANAGER, QUALIFICATIONS, RESUMES, AND 

REFERENCES 

The project manager will be: Karina G. Patino, Legal Analyst.    

Description of Firm 
Flaherty & Hood, P.A. is a unique law firm that effectively integrates the disciplines of law, 
government relations, fiscal and human resources analysis, and communications to provide high-
quality, timely and cost-effective services to our clients. 

Tim Flaherty established the law firm nearly 30 years ago dedicated to serving cities throughout 
Minnesota. Through the years, the firm has grown from exclusively providing legislative and 
regulatory advocacy services from its office in St. Paul to providing a full range of legal and human 
resources services. 

Flaherty & Hood, P.A. has 14 attorneys, 2 analysts, and 11 other professional staff who primarily 
provide legal, analytical, and legislative advocacy services for municipalities in Minnesota.  The 
firm’s labor, employment, and human resources practice area provides related legal, analytical, 
and representation services. Flaherty & Hood, P.A. is, therefore, uniquely positioned and has the 
comprehensive knowledge, experience, and tools to provide full-service job classification and 
compensation analysis and implementation strategies for its municipal clients.   

Job Classification and Compensation System Services 
With nearly 30 years in serving governments, Flaherty & Hood, P.A. understands cities’ unique 
job classification and compensation needs and provides the following services: 

Job Analysis 
o Review job classification systems
o Conduct incumbent and supervisor interviews
o Prepare and analyze job questionnaires
o Observe jobs
o Draft and update job descriptions
o Determine FLSA status and ADA requirements

Job Evaluation 
o Prepare comparisons of jobs to determine job worth using internal and external methods

Compensation 
o Identify market entities and sources utilizing statistical analysis
o Conduct market surveys and analyze market data
o Draft classification and compensation systems
o Establish pay structures and compensation packages
o Provide training and user-friendly electronic tools to implement job classification systems
o Presentations to City Councils, management, employees, and union groups
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Pay Equity 
o Review, analyze, and recommend changes to ensure legal compliance 
o Prepare pay equity report for the state 
o Advise and provide representation in any contested matter involving legal compliance 

 
To meet the classification and compensation needs of our Minnesota city clients, Flaherty & Hood, 
P.A. developed and utilizes its own job analysis questionnaires and job evaluation system for 
job classification purposes and sophisticated statistical methods to identify a city’s comparable 
entities and to develop a customized classification and compensation system. Flaherty & Hood, 
P.A. establishes classification and compensation systems that are customizable, comprehensive, 
comprehendible, competitive in the market, and cost-effective. Finally, Flaherty & Hood 
provides classification and compensation plans and policies and user-friendly electronic 
documents for cities to review and update job analyses, job descriptions, job evaluation ratings, 
and the base pay structure. 
 
Labor, Employment Law, and Human Resources Services 
Flaherty & Hood, P.A. also provides the following related labor, employment law, and human 
resources services to dozens of cities: 
 
 Labor Law 

o Contract negotiations 
o Grievances 
o Mediations 
o Arbitrations 
o Unfair labor practices 
o Strikes 
o Bureau of Mediation Services proceedings 

 Employment Law 
o Representation and advocacy in state and federal courts, administrative, civil service, 

mediation, arbitration, and unemployment insurance hearings 
o Advice on hiring, performance improvement, legal claims, disciplinary matters, and 

reorganizing 
o Training seminars for supervisors and employees 
o Investigations 
o Legal compliance 

 Human Resources 
o Personnel policies and practices 
o Hiring and disciplinary processes 
o Performance appraisal systems 
o Organizational reviews addressing direction and alignment of an organization as a 

whole, individual departments, employees and the services they provide; work flow 
processes and organizational structure; workforce staffing, productivity, and retention; 
workplace environment; and communication, innovation, and collaboration. 
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Job Classification and Compensation Clients 
Flaherty & Hood, P.A. has performed, or is currently performing, classification and compensation 
services for the cities and other public entities that follow on the next pages (in alphabetical order) 
which includes the initial and base contract year and price, which excludes any additional services 
performed for the organization: 

Entity Scope of Work  Entity Scope of Work 

City of Albert 
Lea 

Contract 
Date: 

2016 and 
2017 

Price: 

$11,500 

Market Study and Job Evaluation System 
Review and Modified Pay Structure, 
including: (1) selection of comparable 
entities; (2) survey comparable entities 
on relevant compensation and benefit 
data; (3) provide analysis on market 
data; (4) provide analysis on current job 
evaluation system; and (5) compensation 
system/structure development. 

City of 
Alexandria 

Contract 
Date: 

2018 

Price: 

$8,000 

Market Compensation Study, including: (1) 
selection of comparable entities; (2) survey 
comparable entities on relevant 
compensation and benefit data; (3) provide 
analysis on market data; (4) compensation 
system/structure development; (5) 
compensation system testing for pay equity 
compliance; (6) preparation and 
presentation of final results and report; and 
(7) system implementation.

City of Austin 

Contract 
Date: 

2018 

Price: 

$25,000 

Job Classification and Compensation 
Study, including: (1) position analysis 
and review of job descriptions; 
(2) drafting of updated and new job
descriptions; (3) position classification
and job evaluation; (4) conducting salary
survey; (5) compensation system/
structure development; (6) compensation
system testing for pay equity
compliance; (7) preparation and
presentation of final results and report;
and (8) system implementation.

Austin 
Utilities 

Contract 
Date: 

2016 

Price: 

$13,500 

Job Classification and Compensation 
Study, including: (1) position analysis and 
review of job descriptions; (2) drafting of 
updated and new job descriptions; (3) 
position classification and job evaluation; 
(4) conducting salary survey; (5)
compensation system/ structure
development; (6) compensation system
testing for pay equity compliance; (7)
preparation and presentation of final results
and report; and (8) system implementation.

City of 
Bagley 

Contract 
Date: 

2015 

Price: 

$3,300 

Job Classification and Compensation 
Study, including: (1) position analysis 
and review of job descriptions; 
(2) drafting of updated and new job
descriptions; (3) position classification
and job evaluation; (4) conducting salary
survey; (5) compensation system/
structure development; (6) compensation
system testing for pay equity
compliance; (7) preparation and
presentation of final results and report;
and (8) system implementation.

City of 
Detroit 
Lakes 

Contract 
Date: 

2017 

Price: 

$2,000 

Job Classification and Compensation 
System Review, including: (1) provide 
analysis on current job evaluation system; 
(2) compensation system testing for pay
equity compliance; and (3) review of
compensation system/structure.
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Entity Scope of Work  Entity Scope of Work 

City of 
Dilworth 

Contract 
Date: 

2018 

Price: 

$8,000 

Job Classification and Compensation 
Study, including: (1) position analysis 
and review of job descriptions; 
(2) position classification and job 
evaluation; (3) conducting salary survey; 
(4) compensation system/structure 
development; (5) compensation system 
testing for pay equity compliance; 
(6) preparation and presentation of final 
results and report; and (7) system 
implementation. 

City of 
Goodview 

Contract 
Date: 

2018 

Price: 

$8,500 

Job Classification and Compensation 
Study, including: (1) position analysis and 
review of job descriptions; (2) position 
classification and job evaluation; (3) 
conducting salary survey; (4) compensation 
system/structure development; (5) 
compensation system testing for pay equity 
compliance; (6) preparation and 
presentation of final results and report; and 
(7) system implementation. 

City of 
La Crescent 

Contract 
Date: 

2014 

Price: 

$2,000 

Organizational Study, including: 
(1) review the services the city provides, 
the functions of city employees 
necessary to provide the services, their 
organization and reporting structures, 
their job classifications, and the amount 
of staffing needed; (2) compare these 
items to comparable communities; and 
(3) determine any appropriate changes to 
make to its organization. 

City of 
Lewiston 

Contract 
Date: 

2019 

Price: 

$6,500 

Job Classification and Compensation 
Study, including: (1) position analysis and 
review of job descriptions; (2) position 
classification and job evaluation; (3) 
conducting salary survey; (4) compensation 
system/structure development; 
(5) compensation system testing for pay 
equity compliance; (6) preparation and 
presentation of final results and report; and 
(7) system implementation. 

City of 
International 
Falls 

Contract 
Date: 

2021 

Price: 

$20,000 

Job Classification and Compensation 
Study, including: (1) position analysis 
and review of job descriptions; (2) 
position classification and job 
evaluation; (3) conducting salary survey; 
(4) compensation system/structure 
development; (5) compensation system 
testing for pay equity compliance; (6) 
preparation and presentation of final 
results and report; and (7) system 
implementation. 

City of 
Melrose 

Contract 
Date: 

2014 

Price: 

$4,500 

Salary Survey, including: (1) selection of 
comparable municipal utilities and 
municipal utilities; (2) survey comparable 
municipal utilities and municipal utilities 
on all relevant compensation and benefit 
data; (3) analyze and regress compensation 
data with job evaluation points; and 
(4) determine any appropriate changes 
to make to its compensation rates and 
structure. 

City of 
Moorhead 

Contract 
Date: 

2016 

Price: 

$20,000 

Job Classification and Compensation 
Study, including: (1) review of job 
descriptions; (2) review internal 
classification hierarchy; (3) conducting 
market survey; (4) compensation 
system/structure update; 
(5) compensation system testing for pay 
equity compliance; (6) preparation and 
presentation of final results and report; 
and (7) compensation plan maintenance. 

Minnesota 
Valley 
Transit 
Authority 
Contract 
Date: 
2015 
 
Price: 
$11,500 

Job Classification and Compensation 
Study, including: (1) job analysis; 
(2) update job descriptions; (3) identify 
comparable organizations; (4) external 
market survey; (5) job evaluation; (6) pay 
schedule; and (7) establish a job description 
scoring system for determining job 
evaluation point rankings of newly 
established or changing positions. 
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Entity Scope of Work  Entity Scope of Work 

Moorhead 
Public Service 

Contract 
Date(s): 

2015 

2020 

Price(s): 

$14,000 

$19,000 

 Job Classification and Compensation
Study, including: (1) position
analysis and review of job
descriptions; (2) drafting of updated
and new job descriptions; (3)
position classification and job
evaluation; (4) conducting salary
survey; (5) compensation system/
structure development; (6)
compensation system testing for
MLGPEA; (7) preparation and
presentation of final results and
report and (8) system
implementation.

 Organizational, Job Classification,
and Compensation Study, including:
(1) position analysis and review of
job descriptions; (2) conducting
salary survey; (3) compensation
system/ structure update and
modification; (4) review the services
the utility provides, the utility
employees necessary to provide the
services, their organization and
reporting structures, and the amount
of staffing needed; (5) elicit input
from the Board of Commissioners
regarding the municipal utility’s
organization; and (6) determine any
appropriate changes to make to its
organization; (7) preparation and
presentation of final results and
report and (8) system
implementation.

City of 
Oakdale 

Contract 
Date: 

2020 

Price: 

$30,500 

Job Classification and Compensation 
Study, including: (1) review of job 
descriptions; (2) review internal 
classification hierarchy; (3) conducting 
market survey; (4) compensation 
system/structure update; (5) compensation 
system testing for pay equity compliance; 
(6) preparation and presentation of final
results and report; and (7) compensation
plan maintenance.
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Entity Scope of Work  Entity Scope of Work 

City of Park 
Rapids 

Contract 
Date: 

2015 

Price: 

$7,000 

Job Classification and Compensation 
Study, including: (1) position analysis 
and review of job descriptions; 
(2) drafting of updated and new job
descriptions; (3) position classification
and job evaluation; (4) conducting salary
survey; (5) compensation system/
structure development; (6) compensation
system testing for pay equity
compliance; (7) preparation and
presentation of final results and report;
and (8) system implementation.

City of 
Pelican 
Rapids 

Contract 
Date: 

2015 

Price: 

$3,500 

Job Classification and Compensation 
Study, including: (1) position analysis and 
review of job descriptions; (2) drafting of 
updated and new job descriptions; (3) 
position classification and job evaluation; 
(4) conducting salary survey; (5)
compensation system/ structure
development; (6) compensation system
testing for pay equity compliance; (7)
preparation and presentation of final results
and report; and (8) system implementation.
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Entity Scope of Work  Entity Scope of Work 

City of 
Perham 

Contract 
Date: 

2015 

Price: 

$4,000 

Job Evaluation Study, including: 
(1) position analysis and review of job 
descriptions; (2) drafting of updated and 
new job descriptions; (3) position 
classification and job evaluation; 
(4) conducting salary survey; 
(5) compensation system/structure 
development; (6) compensation system 
testing for pay equity compliance; 
(7) preparation and presentation of final 
results and report; and (8) system 
implementation. 

City of 
Plainview 

Contract 
Date(s): 

2014 

2015 

Price: 

$6,000 

$3,600 

 Job Classification and Compensation 
Study, including: (1) position analysis 
and review of job descriptions; (2) 
drafting of updated and new job 
descriptions; (3) position classification 
and job evaluation; (4) conducting 
salary survey; (5) compensation 
system/structure development; 
(6) compensation system testing for pay 
equity compliance; (7) preparation and 
presentation of final results and report; 
and (8) system implementation. 

 Job Study, including: (1) review 
structure of the municipal utility’s 
administration and finance department 
and the job duties and experience 
requirements of each position in the 
department; (2) compare these items to 
comparable communities; and 
(3) determine any appropriate changes 
to make to the department’s positions 
and organization. 

 Organizational Study, including: 
(1) review the services the city 
provides, the city employees necessary 
to provide the services, their 
organization and reporting structures, 
and the amount of staffing needed; (2) 
elicit input from the City Council 
regarding the municipal utility’s 
organization; and (3) determine any 
appropriate changes to make to its 
organization. 
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Entity Scope of Work  Entity Scope of Work 

City of St. 
Charles 

Contract 
Date: 

2016 

Price: 

$6,500 

Job Classification and Compensation 
Study, including: (1) position analysis 
and review of job descriptions; 
(2) drafting of updated and new job
descriptions; (3) position classification
and job evaluation; (4) conducting salary
survey; (5) compensation system/
structure development; (6) compensation
system testing for pay equity
compliance; (7) preparation and
presentation of final results and report;
and (8) system implementation.

St. Cloud 
Area 
Planning 
Organization 

Contract 
Date: 

2016 

Price: 

$11,250 

Job Classification and Compensation 
Study, including: (1) position analysis and 
review of job descriptions; (2) conducting 
salary survey; (3) compensation 
system/structure development; (4) 
preparation and presentation of results; and 
(5) compensation structure implementation.

City of St. 
Joseph 

Contract 
Date: 

2016 

Price: 

$6,500 

Job Classification and Compensation 
Review, including: (1) position analysis 
and review of job descriptions; 
(2) position classification and job
evaluation; (3) compensation
system/structure development;
(4) compensation system testing for pay
equity compliance; (5) preparation and
presentation of final results and report;
and (6) system implementation.

City of 
Stillwater 

Contract 
Date: 

2016 

Price: 

$25,850 

Job Classification and Compensation 
Study, including: (1) position analysis and 
review of job descriptions; (2) position 
classification and job evaluation; (3) 
conducting salary survey; (4) compensation 
system/structure development; (5) 
compensation system testing for pay equity 
compliance; (6) preparation and 
presentation of final results and report; and 
(7) system implementation.

City of 
Wadena 

Contract 
Date: 

2016 

Price: 

$4,000 

Market Survey, including: (1) selection 
of comparable municipal entities; 
(2) survey comparable municipal entities
on all relevant compensation and benefit
data; (3) analyze and regress
compensation data with job evaluation
points; and (4) determine any appropriate
changes to make to its compensation
rates and structure.

City of 
Waseca 

Contract 
Date: 

2015 

Price: 

$13,500 

Job Classification and Compensation 
Study, including: (1) position analysis and 
review of job descriptions; (2) drafting of 
updated and new job descriptions; (3) 
position classification and job evaluation; 
(4) conducting salary survey; (5)
compensation system/ structure
development; (6) compensation system
testing for pay equity compliance; (7)
preparation and presentation of final results
and report; and (8) system implementation.
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Entity Scope of Work  Entity Scope of Work 

City of Wells 

Contract 
Date: 

2018 

Price: 

$10,000 

Job Classification and Compensation 
Study, including: (1) position analysis 
and review of job descriptions; 
(2) drafting of updated and new job 
descriptions; (3) position classification 
and job evaluation; (4) conducting salary 
survey; (5) compensation system/ 
structure development; (6) compensation 
system testing for pay equity 
compliance; (7) preparation and 
presentation of final results and report; 
and (8) system implementation. 

City of 
Windom 

Contract 
Date: 

2016 

Price: 

$6,500 

Job Classification and Compensation 
Study, including: (1) position analysis and 
position description review; (2) position 
classification/ranking/ grades/evaluation; 
(3) wage/labor benchmarks/ market pricing; 
(4) pay structure analysis of current system 
and recommended revisions or 
development of a new pay plan; (5) system 
testing for internal equity and external 
marketplace fairness; and (6) training on 
system maintenance and updating. 

City of 
Winona 

Contract 
Date: 

2014 

Price: 

$20,000 

Job Classification and Compensation 
Study, including: (1) position analysis 
and review of job descriptions; 
(2) drafting of updated and new job 
descriptions; (3) position classification 
and job evaluation; (4) conducting salary 
survey; (5) compensation 
system/structure development; 
(6) compensation system testing for 
MLGPEA; (7) preparation and 
presentation of final results and report; 
and (8) system implementation. 

City of 
Winsted 

Contract 
Date: 

2014 

Price: 

$3,350 

 Job Classification and Compensation 
Study, including: (1) position analysis and 
review of job descriptions; (2) drafting of 
updated and new job descriptions; (3) 
position classification and job evaluation; 
(4) conducting salary survey; (5) 
compensation system/ structure 
development; (6) compensation system 
testing for pay equity compliance; (7) 
preparation and presentation of final 
results and report; and (8) system 
implementation. 

 Market Compensation Study, including: 
(1) position review; (2) conducting salary 
survey; (3) preparation of final results and 
report; and (4) compensation system 
testing for pay equity compliance. 

City of 
Worthington 

Contract 
Date: 

2015 

Price: 

$8,000 

Market Study and Job Evaluation System 
Review, including: (1) selection of 
comparable entities; (2) survey 
comparable entities on relevant 
compensation and benefit data; 
(3) provide analysis on market data; 
and (4) provide analysis on current job 
evaluation system. 
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Resumes 
The following qualified and experienced Flaherty & Hood, P.A. personnel would provide 
classification and compensation services to the City of Princeton.  

Brandon M. Fitzsimmons is a shareholder attorney with the law firm of 
FLAHERTY & HOOD, P.A. Brandon provides legal advice and representation 
services for public entities throughout Minnesota in labor relations, 
employment law, and human resources matters. Brandon has his Bachelor of 
Arts in Political Science with Distinction, cum laude, from Creighton 
University and his Doctor of Jurisprudence (J.D.) from William Mitchell 
College of Law. Brandon is a member of the National and Minnesota Public 
Employer Labor Relations Associations, SHRM, and MSBA–Labor and 
Employment Law Section. 

Work Experience 
FLAHERTY & HOOD, P.A. St. Paul, Minnesota 
Shareholder and Associate and Senior Attorney 
Responsibilities include providing consultation, legal representation, and administrative agency 
representation for municipal clients before the District Court and state agencies, including the 
Minnesota Bureau of Mediation Services and Office of Administrative Hearings. 

HONORABLE RENEE L. WORKE Waseca, Minnesota
Judicial Clerk 
Researched, consulted, and wrote orders and memorandums for Chief Judge and other Third 
Judicial District judges in south central Minnesota. Ran conciliation court settlement conference 
hearings and facilitated settlement agreements. 

Education 
William Mitchell College of Law St. Paul, Minnesota 
Juris Doctor 

Creighton University Omaha, Nebraska 
B.A., Political Science with Distinction, cum laude

Bar Admissions 
Minnesota 

Honors and Awards 
2013 and 2014 Super Lawyers-Rising Stars 

Professional Associations 
National and Minnesota Public Employer Labor Relations Associations 
Society for Human Resources Management 
Labor and Employment Law, Public Law and Administrative Law Sections of the Minnesota State 
Bar Association 
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Karina G. Patino is a Legal Analyst with the law firm of FLAHERTY &
HOOD, P.A. Karina compiles, reviews, researches, and develops analysis in 
the areas of job classification and compensation, labor law, and employment 
law for public sector clients. Karina has a Bachelor of Science degree in 
Paralegal Studies from the Minnesota School of Business. She is a member of 
the Twin Cities Compensation Network, Society for Human Resources 
Management, World at Work Compensation Institute, and the Minnesota 
Paralegal Association. 

Work Experience 
FLAHERTY & HOOD, P.A. St. Paul, Minnesota 
Legal Analyst 
Conducts job classification and compensation work, including conducting job analyses, drafting 
job descriptions, assigning job evaluation ratings, conducting salary surveys, and creating 
compensation structures. Performs organizational studies, including reviewing services provided 
by the city, reviewing staffing, organization, and reporting structures, surveying comparable 
entities, and preparing related analysis and recommendations. 

SHAPIRO & ZIELKE Burnsville, Minnesota
Legal Assistant 
Drafted and e-filed foreclosure pleadings, motions, and notices; reviewed and organized land and 
property title searches; constructed case summaries for litigation; performed legal research; 
maintained and coordinated billing and accounting services; reviewed and submitted foreclosure 
publications. 

THE BARBRI GROUP Eagan, Minnesota
Team Lead Content Developer (Contract) 
Reviewed Bar review content for online database; collaborated with team to organize and prioritize 
content; entered Bar review questions for various states into the Learnosity database; created 
assessments from the Bar review questions; completed final reviews of the product. 

Education 
Minnesota School of Business St. Paul, Minnesota 
Bachelor of Science Degree in Paralegal Studies 

Professional Associations 
Twin Cities Compensation Network 
World at Work Compensation Institute Minnesota 
Society for Human Resources Management 
Paralegal Association (MPA) 
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References 
Flaherty & Hood, P.A. encourages you to contact the following city officials that have 
implemented and are currently utilizing the compensation system being proposed or a similar 
system designed, developed, and implemented by Flaherty & Hood, P.A. 

Entity Services Performed Reference

City of Austin Job Classification and Compensation Study, 
including: (1) position analysis and review 
of job descriptions; (2) drafting of updated 
and new job descriptions; (3) position 
classification and job evaluation; 
(4) conducting salary survey;
(5) compensation system/structure
development; (6) compensation system
testing for pay equity compliance;
(7) preparation and presentation of final
results and report; and (8) system 
implementation. 

Tricia Wiechmann 
Human Resource Director 
500 4th Avenue NE 
Austin, MN 55912 
(507) 437-9940
twiechma@ci.austin.mn.us

Implementation Date: 2019 

Personnel assigned to the project: 
Brandon M. Fitzsimmons 
Karina G. Patino 

City of Goodview Job Classification and Compensation Study, 
including: (1) position analysis and review 
of job descriptions; (2) drafting of updated 
and new job descriptions; (3) position 
classification and job evaluation; 
(4) conducting salary survey;
(5) compensation system/structure
development; (6) compensation system
testing for pay equity compliance;
(7) preparation and presentation of final
results and report; and (8) system 
implementation. 

Dan Matejka 
City Administrator 
4140 West 5th Street 
Goodview, MN 55987 
(507) 452-1630
dmatejka@goodviewmn.com

Implementation Date: 2019 

Personnel assigned to the project: 
Brandon M. Fitzsimmons 
Karina G. Patino 

City of Oakdale 
(study pending) 

City of Moorhead 

Job Classification and Compensation Study, 
including: (1) position analysis and review 
of job descriptions; (2) position classification 
and job evaluation; (3) conducting salary 
survey; (4) compensation system/structure 
development; (5) compensation system 
testing for pay equity compliance; 
(6) preparation and presentation of final
results and report; and (7) system
implementation.

Christina Volkers  
City Administrator  
1584 Hadley Avenue North 
Oakdale, MN 55128 
chris.volkers@ci.oakdale.mn.us  

Implementation Date: 2017 

Personnel assigned to the project: 
Brandon M. Fitzsimmons 
Karina G. Patino 
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APPROACH 

Background 
With nearly 30 years in serving cities, Flaherty & Hood, P.A. understands cities’ unique job 
evaluation, compensation, and organizational needs. Over the years, we have provided labor 
relations, employment law, and human resource services to numerous public entities serving 
populations from 1,000 to 293,000. To meet the classification and compensation needs of our city 
clients, Flaherty & Hood, P.A. developed and utilizes its own job analysis questionnaires and 
job evaluation system for job classification purposes and sophisticated statistical methods to 
identify a city’s comparable entities and to develop a customized classification and compensation 
system. In addition, Flaherty & Hood provides classification and compensation clients user-
friendly electronic documents for clients to review and update job analyses, job descriptions, job 
evaluation ratings, and the base pay structure. Finally, Flaherty & Hood drafts and provides 
resolutions and pay and options for implementation documents for city councils and boards of 
commissions for approval. 

Classification and Compensation Systems 
Flaherty & Hood fully understands the complexities Minnesota cities need to be aware of and 
address in their classification and compensation program. Flaherty & Hood, P.A. approaches 
related studies in an objective, methodical, and customized manner. 

A city’s success depends on its employees’ performance. To recruit and retain a productive and 
reliable workforce, Minnesota cities need to sufficiently compensate employees. In establishing 
employee compensation, Minnesota cities must ensure that each job in the city interrelate to each 
other so that a city can: optimize achievement of the city’s mission, goals, and objectives; 
determine the relative worth and appropriate pay rate, other pay, and benefits for jobs; and comply 
with the Minnesota Pay Equity Act (PEA), Minn. Stat. §§ 471.991-.999, which requires that every 
Minnesota city establish compensation for female-dominated classes that is not consistently below 
the compensation for male-dominated classes of comparable value of work measured by the skill, 
effort, responsibility, and working conditions normally required in the performance of the work 
(a.k.a. job evaluation). In order to achieve these objectives, Minnesota cities need to establish job 
classification and compensation systems that appropriately value jobs within the city. 

Job classification involves the systematic study of jobs to determine which activities and 
responsibilities they include, the personal qualifications necessary for performance of the jobs, the 
conditions under which the work is performed, and each job’s relative importance and worth to 
other jobs internally and externally. Flaherty & Hood developed and utilizes its own job analysis 
questionnaires and Flaherty & Hood Job Evaluation System for job classification purposes which 
consistently and equitably measure the skill, effort, responsibility, and working conditions required 
of each job class. Information collected in the job analysis process is compared using a variety of 
uniform factors and sub-factors to systematically assign numerical ratings for each job class. 

We are also able to utilize other systems that are in place if the city has enough access to the system 
to fully evaluate a position. Flaherty & Hood, P.A. has reviewed, analyzed, and made 
recommendations related to the following job evaluation systems: Hay, Modified Princeton 
Evaluation System, Springsted’s Systematic Analysis and Factor Evaluation (SAFE) System, State 
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Job Match, and Decision Band Method (DBM). If the City decides to maintain their current job 
factor evaluation system, Flaherty & Hood, P.A. will be able to work with the City to evaluate its 
positions systematically and effectively.

Compensation includes the wages and salary paid by employers to employees in exchange for 
work (a.k.a. base pay); variable pay in the form of short- and long-term incentives, such as 
promotions and pay increases; other pay, such as premium pay above regular wages and salary for 
doing additional work or working additional hours; and the monetary value of benefits. 
Compensation establishes the standard of living for employees and is the primary indication of the 
value the city places on a position within the organization. A compensation system involves 
establishing how the city manages compensating employees. Flaherty & Hood, P.A. utilizes 
sophisticated statistical methods to identify a city’s comparable organizations and to develop a 
compensation system. 

In addition, employers must consider its total rewards. World at Work defines total rewards as: 
“All of the tools available to the employer that may be used to attract, motivate, and retain 
employees. Total rewards include everything the employee perceives to be of value resulting from 
the employment relationship.” These tools include work-life effectiveness, recognition, 
performance management, and talent development. Flaherty & Hood, P.A. facilitates an 
employer’s development of its total rewards through developing a policy, plan, and strategy for 
establishing and modifying, communicating, and implementing such rewards. 

Flaherty & Hood, P.A. ensures that each city’s classification and compensation system is: 

 Internally equitable among all classifications
 Compatible with market conditions
 Affordable and cost-effective
 Legal, defensible, and compliant with pay equity

 Understandable
 Flexible
 Appropriate for the city
 A tool for employee development

Market Analysis 
Flaherty & Hood conducts market surveys to effectively collect and evaluate data from the 
comparable market entities and sources. We developed and utilize a Cluster Analysis to identify 
comparable entities for public sector entities. The market survey includes determining factors for 
each benchmarked position. The data collected is reviewed and organized in a user-friendly 
spreadsheet. Job classifications with usable market pay rates are utilized in the regression analysis 
(i.e., statistical approach to show the relationship between two variables, in this case the market 
pay and job evaluation points). 

Communication 
Given our extensive experience with serving Minnesota cities, we understand the importance of 
open and honest communication with management and city staff regarding classification and 
compensation issues and will maintain the highest degree of professionalism while working with 
these groups. Flaherty & Hood will continually consult with management throughout each stage 
of studying the classification and compensation system. 
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Management 
We encourage management to give input and ask questions throughout the process. At each step 
of the process, we will provide the City of Audubon with draft documents, recommendations, and 
alternative actions to address the respective step, considering feedback from the City of Audubon 
and best practices. After each step of the process is completed, management will be asked to 
approve the step before moving to the next step. We find this leads to a better incorporation of the 
city’s classification and compensation philosophy. Flaherty & Hood will work with management 
to ensure that all classification and compensation system projects are completed at the highest 
quality and in a timely and cost-effective manner. 

Employees and Unions Involvement 
Flaherty & Hood, P.A. has a great deal of experience working with unionized workplaces in 
Minnesota cities. We allow all parties to have a say in the classification and compensation process 
while following all applicable laws related to cooperating with unions and employees. 

We can engage employees in the study through: 

 Holding meetings with employees and/or drafting for them an explanation of the study at
the start or conclusion of a study so they can become informed of the system and ask any
questions.

 Having a representative number of employees (both union and non-union) from each job
class complete one of our thorough Job Analysis Questionnaires and/or provide feedback
on the accuracy and completeness of their job descriptions. By having employees
participate in this manner, we ensure the most accurate data is obtained.

 Providing management with responses to Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) to use in
responding to questions from employees and unions during the process.

 Establishing a working group that includes city management and employees to provide
feedback on the system and/or recommendations for job descriptions, job evaluation points,
market entities, and/or compensation structure.

 Developing a process for employees to request a review of their position’s job description,
job evaluations points and/or placement in the compensation structure.

Flaherty & Hood, P.A. will draft the following communication to incumbent employees explaining 
the job evaluation points review process: 

 Timeline outline
 Forms
 Execution guide for city management to related communications
 Notification for employees
 Template responses for city management
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OUTLINE OF PROPOSAL 

Flaherty & Hood, P.A.’s Job Classification and Compensation Study services for the City of 
Princeton will include the following services for the approximately 28 classifications referenced in 
the RFP.  

Phase Services
Timeline 

after 
Start 

1. Introduction and Project Orientation 
 Review the City of Princeton’s current classification and

compensation system, which includes:
o Classification and compensation-related policies and plans
o Job descriptions
o Job evaluation system and ratings
o Organizational chart
o Compensation and structure
o Pay equity report

 Draft communication to incumbent employees explaining the Job
Classification and Compensation System Study, execution guides
and responses to FAQs for City of Princeton’s management

0-3

Weeks 

2.  Position Analysis 
 Draft and distribute job questionnaires to specified incumbent

employees addressing the skill, effort, responsibility, and working
conditions of the job

 Management reviews and comments on completed questionnaires
 Review and analyze completed questionnaires and management

comments

4-7
Weeks 

3.  Updates to Job Descriptions 
 Evaluate existing job descriptions to ensure they are current,

accurate, and complete and provide written evaluation to
management

 Draft a uniform job description template and Job Description
Drafting Guide

 Analyze descriptions to ensure compliance with Federal and State
regulations pertaining to compensation standards, including but
not limited to Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), FLSA,
and pay equity law

11-13
Weeks
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Phase Services
Timeline 

after 
Start 

4. Position Classification Evaluation 
 Review current process used to evaluate skill, effort, responsibility,

working conditions, and other relevant work-related criteria for each
job

 General
o Using City’s current job evaluation system or Flaherty & Hood’s

Job Evaluation System:
 Define uniform compensable factors and subfactors
 Establish points for factors and subfactors
 Draft internal outline and external summary for City of

Princeton on communicating and/or presenting in person
proposed job evaluation system with/to employees and State
of Minnesota Management and Budget (MMB)

 Job specific
o Establish and draft spreadsheet that systematically and

objectively assigns points for each job using factors and
subfactors

o Management reviews, comments, and makes any necessary
changes on job evaluation system and job specific points

o Determine Fair Labor Standards Act exempt status of jobs

7-11
Weeks 

5. Labor Market Employers Criteria and Selection and Compensation 
Analysis: Salaries and Benefits 
 Establish market entities and sources based on statistical analysis

and Market Selection Questionnaire submitted to City
 Determine benchmark jobs to compare
 Compile, review and analyze market compensation data for

benchmarked job classifications, including:
 Wages:  base pay and pay structure
 Insurance: health, dental, disability, life
 Other: holidays, annual leave, sick leave, retirement, and

deferred compensation
 Draft market comparison data spreadsheets and discuss with City of

Princeton’s management

2-7
Weeks 

6. Classification and Compensation System Structure 
 Utilizing statistical analysis and Base Pay Development

Questionnaire submitted to City of Princeton, analyze internal job
evaluation points compared to external market survey data to
develop basis on which to update or build pay structure

 Draft proposed modifications to pay structure and schedule that
include pay ranges based on job points

 Draft analysis of City-wide cost and individual employee wage
impact of the proposed pay structure

11-14
Weeks
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Phase Services
Timeline 

after 
Start 

7. Classification & Compensation System/Compliance Testing 
 Utilizing statistical analysis, ensure proposed job points and pay are

internally and externally equitable and legally compliant
 Prepare and provide to the City of Princeton a complete pay equity

report on proposed job points and pay
 Provide and submit any required communications and reports to

MMB

11-14
Weeks

8. Preparation of Final Documents/Updated Compensation Policies 
 Prepare a final report describing the study results and

implementation recommendations with union and non-union
employees

 Present on findings and recommendations, including written and/or
oral reports to City of Princeton Council, employee groups, and/or
unions

 Draft
o Recommended revisions to policies
o Compensation plan to manage compensation clearly, effectively,

consistently, and efficiently
o How-to and execution guides and usable electronic spreadsheets

for updating job descriptions, job evaluation ratings, and
compensation, including methodology for determining the
validity for requests for reclassification and/or compensation
changes

15-18
Weeks

9.  System Implementation 
 Recommend the best possible approach to coordinating the

recommended pay plan with current collective bargaining
agreements and wage plans, including timelines for implementation,
and communicating it with employees and unions

15-18
Weeks

10. Training on System Maintenance and Updating 
 Conduct training for the City of Princeton’s management on

maintaining and updating job descriptions, job evaluation points,
and adjusting the pay structure by utilizing the compensation plan,
job evaluation and compensation how-to guides and electronic
spreadsheets

15-18
Weeks
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QUOTE SHEET 

Flaherty & Hood, P.A.’s Job Classification and Compensation System Study services for 
the City of Princeton will include the following services billed to the City at the hourly rate 
of $125 per hour, subject to the not-to-exceed total lump sum fee referenced in the request 
for proposal (RFP), for the approximately 28 classifications referenced in the RFP. 
Services highlighted in yellow are those in which the City of Princeton can assist with that 
may mitigate the costs of the study. 

The following requested categories in the Quote Sheet are not applicable: (i) Cost of 
Materials, Fees, Bonds, Taxes, or Surcharges, if any; and (ii) Identify Any Work Not 
Included In Total Cost, If Any. But, other and additional services are identified with costs 
beginning on the next page. 

Consultant Hours Total Consultant Fees 
Total Not- to 

Exceed Costs 

Compensation Policy 2 $250 $250 

Position Analysis 22 $2,750 $2,750 

Position Classification Evaluation 24 $3,000 $3,000 

Labor Market Employers Criteria 
and Selection 
Compensation Analysis – Salaries 
Compensation Analysis – Benefits 

70 $8,750 $8,750

Classification & Compensation 
System & Compliance Testing 

32 $4,000 $4,000

System Presentation, 
Implementation 
& Training 

14 $1,750 $1,750

Total Not to Exceed Cost: $20,500 

Proposal Submitted by: (officer of company) Date: August 27, 2021 

Printed Name: Brandon M. Fitzsimmons, Shareholder Attorney 
Company Name: Flaherty & Hood, P.A. 
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Other City-Wide Services 

Service Total Cost 

Prepare PowerPoint and present to incumbent employees explaining the Job 
Classification and Compensation Study 

$750 

Interview using position questionnaires for incumbent employees addressing the skill, 
effort, responsibility, and working conditions of their position 

$3,000 

Draft new job descriptions for all positions in new format $3,000 

Establish supplemental variable pay system, such as performance pay, merit pay, 
and/or skills or competency pay 

$2,000 

Compile, review, and analyze organizational or market compensation data other than 
data not identified in Outline for Proposal 

$600 per 
category 

Job Evaluation Point Review Process, including draft process, forms, execution 
guide, and template responses for requested reviews by employees of job 
descriptions and/or job evaluation ratings. Advise on handling specific reviews. 

$750 

Additional Job Classifications or Same Job Classifications after Study is Complete 

Service Total Cost 

Draft, review, and analyze position questionnaires for incumbent employee, if any, 
and management addressing the skill, effort, responsibility, and working conditions of 
the position, and draft new or updated job description and establish points after initial 
job classification pointed 

$800 

Establish points and provide analysis for job pointing $350 

Compile, review, and analyze market compensation data, including wages, wage 
structure, and health insurance benefits 

$800 

Compile, review, and analyze market compensation data other than wages, wage 
structure, and health insurance contributions 

$600 per 
category 

Fees and expenses incurred by Flaherty & Hood, P.A. in providing all services to the City of 
Princeton shall be billed as incurred on a monthly basis.   

Items in addition to those above or other labor relations, employment law, and human resources 
services are available to City of Princeton and will be billed at the significantly reduced CGMC 
hourly rate of $135 per hour for the first 25 hours of service in fiscal year 2020-2021 and $155 
per hour for all hours over 25. 

Any travel time will be billed at one-half of the applicable hourly rate, along with mileage 
reimbursement at the I.R.S. rate. 

Flaherty & Hood proposes that any contract between the parties be consistent with this proposal.  
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MEMORANDUM 

   

 

 TO: Mayor Walker and Councilors 

 FROM: M McPherson, City Administrator 

 SUBJECT: Resolution to Certify the Levy and Set Public In-
put Meeting 

         DATE:        September 21, 2021 

  

 
Work is ongoing to compile the revenues and expenditures for the 2022 budget.  As soon as they 
are finalized, the resolution will be uploaded to the agenda.  This will be the preliminary levy and 
staff will work to reduce the expenditures as much as possible prior to the final levy in December. 
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BILL LIST 
 
TO:     MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL 
 
FROM:   THE FINANCE DEPARTMENT 
 
RE:  BILL LIST APPROVAL MOTION 
 
COUNCIL MEETING DATE:  September 23, 2021 
 
 
I move to approve the bill list which includes the 
manual checks as listed on the manual bill list for a 
total of $127,331.08 and the items listed on the 
liquor bill list and general city bill list which will be 
checks 83611 to 83669 for a total of $223,146.52. 
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    GENERAL BILL LIST

9-23-2021  COUNCIL MEETING       G  -  E  -  N  -  E  -  R  -  A  -  L      F  -  U  -  N  -  D CIVIC
CITY ADMINI- COMMUNITY CENTER CEMETERY AIRPORT SEWER  O  -  T  -  H  -  E  -  R TOTAL

VENDOR DESCRIPTION HALL STRATION FINANCE POLICE FIRE STREETS PARKS LIBRARY DEVELOPMENT FUND FUND FUND FUND DESCRIPTION AMOUNT VENDOR

BOYER TRUCKS GASKET EQUIP & LABOR 876.46 876.46
BEAUDRY OIL DIESEL FUEL 339.87 339.87
BUSINESS ESSENTIALS PAPER ORGANIZER & TONER 20.23 LIQUOR 156.22 176.45
CITY PETTY CASH COFFEE, POSTAGE, PAPER PRODUCTS 61.39 3.20 64.59
COMMERCIAL ASPHALT ASPHALT 245.42 245.42
CENTERPOINT ENERGY GAS 24.34 59.33 59.34 47.00 23.50 29.76 17.50 130.82 LIQUOR 25.24 416.83

CAPITAL ONE

ZOOM, ACROBAT,
CHRISTMAS LIGHTS, MN FIRE
CERTIFIC, HIBU, SCHOOL
TRAINING AIDS, VESTS,
PUBLIC SAFETY SUPPLIES, ETC 234.46 826.63 432.49

TECH, LIQUOR,
REC FACILITIES,
SPLASH PARK,
COMM BEAUTIFI 3,593.44 5,087.02

CORNERSTONE FORD OIL DRAIN SCREW 7.50 7.50
ECM PUBLISHERS INC PUBLISHING 16.30 219.67 235.97
FASTENAL FASTENERS 521.56 521.56
FIRE EQUIPMENT SPECIALTIES RECHARGEABLE FLASHLIGHTS 1,033.69 1,033.69
FINKEN WATER COOLERS 11.50 10.00 12.60 LIQUOR 50.70 84.80
GAVE GARAGE DOOR KEYLESS ENTRY 55.00 55.00
HY TECH AUTOMOTIVE TIRE DISPOSAL 195.00 195.00
STEPHANIE HILLESHEIM MILEAGE REIMB 248.64 248.64
HOME SECURITY ABSTRACT PROPERTY REPORT DEVELOP PROJ 150.00 150.00
JOHNSON TOWING TOWING PROP CONFISCAT 180.00 180.00

LMC
FALL FORUM, MEMBER DUES
MN MAYOR ASSOC DUES 69.00 MAYOR & COUNCIL 5,522.00 5,591.00

LMC -WC WC INSURANCE PREMIUM -46.00 35.00 54.00 541.00
GENERAL
LIQUOR 6,754.00 7,338.00

LOFFLER FIRE COPIER 193.08 193.08
MTI DISTRIBUTING MISC PARTS 268.85 268.85
MILLE LACS CTY AUDITOR 2021 TAX ASSESSMENTS 1,769.50 1,769.50 2,475.35 1,527.00 PAWS UP 4 YOU 3,401.00 10,942.35
MENARDS ADMIN BLINDS 62.80 62.80
MCDOWALL COMFORT MGMT LEAK REPAIR & 9/21-2/22 MAINT 789.00 FLIGHT SVS MAINT 1,740.00 2,529.00
MARC WEED KILLER 908.70 908.70

MINUTEMAN PRESS 30 STICKERS REC FACILITIES 62.50 62.50
MIDCONTINENT PHONE & INTERNET 101.92 50.96 101.92 254.80
MILACA BLDG CENTER STORAGE BLDG SUPPLIES 1,676.24 1,676.24
NAPA AIR BRAKE HOSE & ADAPTERS 11.89 11.89
O'REILLY AUTO WASH, DEGREASER, BATTERY 47.96 84.91 132.87
PRINCETON PET HOSPITAL IMPOUND FEES ANIMAL CONTROL 100.00 100.00
PACE ANALYTICAL TESTING 1,312.50 1,312.50
PRINCETON ONESTOP GAS & DIESEL 1,328.72 704.51 1,188.81 193.60 637.39 4,053.03
RUM RIVER AUTOMOTIVE TIRE PATCH, SEALANT, BATTERY 560.76 560.76
RWB EMERGENCY LIGHTING HORIZONTAL MOUNT 76.19 76.19
REVIZE LLC 10/21-10/22 TECH SUPPORT TECH 1,600.00 1,600.00
STREICHER'S TACTICAL VESTS & HELMETS 1,165.89 1,165.89
SUMMIT FIRE PROTECTION GENERATOR FIRE PROTECTION 644.00 644.00
WSB ENGINEERING SVS 4,500.00 276.00 MISC PROJ 18,868.75 23,644.75
WASTE MANAGEMENT GARBAGE 49.23 49.23 49.23 49.23 49.23 147.65 LIQUOR 98.45 492.25
WEX BANK GAS 1,434.99 229.93 1,664.92
ZIEGLER FOOTBALL TROPHY PRINCETON -536.83 2,205.81 1,668.98162



    LIQUOR BILL LIST

9-23-2021  COUNCIL MEETING
   O  -  T  -  H  -  E  -  R TOTAL

VENDOR DESCRIPTION        DESCRIPTION AMOUNT VENDOR

BERNICK'S BEER, MIX, NA 3,287.61 3,287.61
BELLBOY RESALE, LIQUOR, WINE, MIX 2,679.37 2,679.37
BREAKTHRU BEVERAGE LIQUOR, WINE, MIX 11,541.95 11,541.95
C&L DISTRIBUTING LIQUOR, BEER, MIX, NA 31,284.02 31,284.02
CRYSTAL SPRINGS ICE 419.71 419.71
COBORN'S CARD SERVICES CLEANING SUPPLIES 18.65 18.65
DAHLHEIMER BEER, MIX, NA 35,013.08 35,013.08
JOHNSON BROS LIQUOR, WINE, MIX 20,204.01 20,204.01
M. AMUNDSON RESALE, SUPPLIES, MIX, TOBACCO 2,274.12 2,274.12
PACC LUNCHEON-NANCY C 12.00 12.00
PHILLIPS WINE LIQUOR, WINE, MIX 11,896.12 11,896.12
PAUSTIS WINE WINE 122.25 122.25
RED BULL MIX 402.00 402.00
SOUTHERN GLAZERS LIQUOR, WINE, MIX 19,964.93 19,964.93
VIKING COKE MIX 597.25 597.25
VINOCOPIA LIQUOR 428.44 428.44
WATSON TOBACCO 6,126.86 6,126.86

             TOTAL FOR BILL LIST 146,272.37 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 146,272.37

    MANUAL BILL LIST

9-23-2021  COUNCIL MEETING
   O  -  T  -  H  -  E  -  R TOTAL

CHECK NO. VENDOR DESCRIPTION PAYROLL       DESCRIPTION AMOUNT VENDOR

83606 AIM ELECTRONICS INC  SOLHEIM FIELD SCOREBOARD 12,297.00 12,297.00
83607 FIRST BANK & TRUST PAYROLL TRANSFER 107,020.08 107,020.08
83608 CGMC 2021 DUES (APPROVED 9/9/21) 8,014.00 8,014.00

             TOTAL FOR BILL LIST 107,020.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 20,311.00 127,331.08
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MEMORANDUM 

   

 

 TO: Mayor Walker and Councilors 

 FROM: M McPherson, City Administrator 

 SUBJECT: Bi-Weekly Administrator’s Report 

         DATE:        September 21, 2021 

  

 
I have the following observations and information to share from the last two weeks: 
 
Airport 
The final flight inspection for the runway project has been completed and the work passed inspec-
tion.  There are monies left over from the inspection, so staff has processed the paperwork needed 
to receive $1,698.52.  A final walk-through of the project has been scheduled for September 22.  
Once all work on the punch list is completed, we can request the final reimbursement and close the 
project. 
 
Knife River was to have started on September 23 on the rehabilitation of the taxiways, but the re-
cent rain has pushed the start date into the week of September 27.  The attached notice was mailed 
to the hangar owners; it includes information regarding the 21st Avenue project as well since too is 
scheduled to start soon. 
 
Staff has scheduled a meeting with MNDOT to discuss the airport CIP for 5:30 pm on October 4 
which is the date and time of the regularly scheduled Airport Advisory Board.  I would like to invite 
the Council to participate either in person or by Zoom – a link will be sent closer to the date of the 
meeting. 
 
Barry Ramage Jr will not be seeking reappointment to the Airport Advisory Board as he is moving 
to Wyoming at the end of the year. 
 
Budgeting 
Staff met with the vendor who provides cleaning services for the city’s buildings.  The conversation 
was very productive and several changes to the contract were identified which will lead to cost sav-
ings going forward.  A new contract will be drafted which will be effective January 1, 2022. 
 
Development Projects 
The various residential projects are still in a holding pattern.  Staff is still awaiting information from 
the developers in order to return information back to them. 
 
Personnel 
Either Finance Director Peters or I have been participating in interviews to hire additional staff at 
the liquor store.  Several clerks have resigned, so there is a need for additional staff. 
 
MCMA Conference 
I attended the MCMA Conference in Duluth last week.  There were several good sessions – the one 
on Employment Hot Topics was particularly interesting, especially as it relates to social media.  Ev-
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idently, social media posts by employees detrimental to their employer is not protected speech.  In 
addition, employee handbooks are considered a form of a contract as it relates specifically to com-
pensation and payout of paid time off. 
 
Former Brooklyn Center City Manager Curt Boganey spoke regarding his experience and ethical 
integrity after the Officer Potter shooting incident; he was relieved of his position along with the 
Police Chief.  
 
There was a very interesting session by former Ramsey County Sheriff Matt Bostrom on increasing 
trust through shared values.   
 
Waste Water Treatment Plant Study 
The MN Pollution Control Agency reached out looking for volunteers of the WWTP variety to partic-
ipate in a research project regarding PFAS.  The research is a LCCMR/legislature approved endeav-
or that will be conducted by the MPCA and University of Minnesota.  The project will develop strat-
egies to manage PFAS in land-applied substances such as biosolids and compost.  They hope to ana-
lyze treatment methods and disposal costs as well as attempt to identify how PFAS move from land 
applied substances into soils, water, and crops. 
 
They are looking for 8 to 10 WWTPs to partner with in order to complete the research.  There is no 
cost to the city and the facility name will remain confidential.  Staff has indicated a willingness to 
participate as a partner. 
 
Upcoming Meeting/Event Reminders 
 

• October 2 – Chamber of Commerce’s OctoberFEAST, Mille Lacs County Fairgrounds 11 am 
to 3 pm 

• October 4 – CIP Meeting with MNDOT, 5:30 pm Airport Advisory Board 
• October 7 – Council Study Session, review of department budgets, part 1 
• October 8 & 9 – Trucker Fest Music Festival, Mille Lacs County Fairgrounds (tickets at Hap-

pyProductions.com) 
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MEMORANDUM 

   

 

 TO: Princeton Municipal Airport Hangar Owners 

 FROM: Michele McPherson, City Administrator 

 SUBJECT: Notice of Construction Projects 

         DATE:        September 21, 2021 

 
The City of Princeton has awarded contracts for the following projects: 
 

1. Reconstruction of Taxiway A and connector taxiways along with the installation of medium 
intensity lighting (Knife River is the successful bidder), and 

2. Construction of the connection between 12th Street and 21st Avenue (Douglas-Kerr Under-
ground LLC is the successful bidder). 

 
Both projects are slated to start yet this fall.  Knife River will start September 23 on the reconstruc-
tion of the taxiway.  We do not have an exact date for the Douglas-Kerr project, but we do anticipate 
it starting a week to ten days after the Knife River project. 
 
The Douglas-Kerr project will, at some point, impact the entry to the airport as the project calls for 
the entrance to be re-aligned.  This work will likely occur next year as this fall’s work will focus on 
the removal of unsuitable soils within the road right of way.   
 
We have requested of both contractors that access to the airport be maintained to the best of their 
ability.   
 
If you have questions regarding the Knife River project, please contact: 
 
 John Glesne, Engineer – will be on site during construction 
 KLJ 
 701/271-5026 (office, direct) 
 701/936-5184 (cell) 
 
If you have questions regarding the Douglas-Kerr project, please contact: 
 
 Shannon Gwost (he/him/his) 
 Construction Inspector, WSB 
 320/241-9330 (cell) 
 gwost@wsbeng.com 
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